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The Earth’s interior: The modern view
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The Earth’s interior: how is it inferred?

Earthquakes:  
O(100/yr) with magnitude > 6   
Shaking and trembling of 
Earth’s surface caused by 
sudden release of stress 
within the crust

Seismic waves: 
P-waves -> compressional: travel through liquids and solids 
S-waves -> shear: travel through solids only

propagation depends on composition, temperature and pressure 
4
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The Earth’s mass and moment of inertia: 
gravitational measurements

GM: satellite laser ranging (SLR)

Measures the gravity field
J. C. Ries, Geophys. Res. Abs. 9:10809, 2007
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are electroweak quantities with values obtained from the most recent
report of the Particle Data Group (Tanabashi et al., 2018):

mτc2 ! 1776.86(12) MeV [6.83 10−5], (202)
GF

(Zc)3 ! 1.166 3787(6)3 10−5 GeV−2 [5.13 10−7], (203)

sin2 θW ! 0.222 90(30) [1.33 10−3]. (204)

We note that sin2 θW ! 1− (mW/mZ)2, wheremW andmZ are the
masses of the W ± and Z0 bosons, respectively. The Particle Data
Group’s value mW/mZ ! 0.881 53(17) leads to the value of sin2 θW
already given. The uncertainty of this mass ratio has decreased by almost
a factor of tenwhen compared to that in the 2014 adjustment. Finally, the
accuracy of the mass of the tau lepton has slightly improved.

XXI. The 2018 CODATA Recommended Values

The input data and their correlation coefficients considered in
the 2018 CODATA adjustment of the values of the constants are
given in Tables VIII, X, XVIII, XXI, XXVII, and XXIX. (Here, items
C3–C6 in Table XVIII are additional theoretical coefficients and
not input data.) The data have been discussed and explained in
detail in the previous sections. The 2018 recommended values are
calculated from the set of best estimated values, in the least-squares
sense, of 75 adjusted constants listed in Tables XI and XIX. A
comparison with the values of the adjusted constants in Tables
XXV and XXVI of the 2014 CODATA adjustment shows that two
prominent quantities among the few that are no longer adjusted
constants are the Planck constant h and the molar gas constant R.

The reason, of course, is that in the revised SI these constants are
exactly known.

The methodology and quality of our least-squares adjustments has
been discussed in Sec. III. Briefly, three independent adjustments have
been performed. The first concerned the Newtonian constant of grav-
itation. The corresponding input data are found to be inconsistent and an
expansion factor of 3.9 is needed to decrease the residuals to below two.
The second independent adjustment concerned the determination of the
natural-silicon lattice spacing and values of three historic x-ray units. No
expansion factor is needed. Finally, the third adjustment determined the
remaining 62 adjusted constants. Two expansion factors are required. A
factor of 1.6 is applied to the 60 input data determining the Rydberg
constant and proton and deuteron charge radii. A factor of 1.7 is used for
the two input data that determine the mass of the proton. As in previous
adjustments,wehavenot excluded inputdata that individually contribute
little to constrain the adjusted constants but taken together do matter.
Good examples of suchdata are transition energies in atomichydrogen to
states with large principal quantum numbers as well as the less-accurate
experimental data on the Newtonian constant of gravitation.

A. Tables of values

Tables XXX through XXXVI give the 2018 CODATA rec-
ommended values of the basic constants and conversion factors of
physics and chemistry and related quantities. Energy conversion
factors in Tables XXXV and XXXVI relate energies, masses,
photon wavelengths and frequencies, and temperatures of en-
sembles of particles through the equivalences E ! mc2 ! hc/λ !
hn ! kT. The tables are identical in form and content to their 2010
and 2014 counterparts in that no constants are added or deleted.
They also show the profound impact the revised SI has on the
values of the fundamental constants. Counting the energy con-
version factors in Tables XXXV and XXXVI, 46 constants that had
uncertainties in 2014 are now exactly known in the revised SI.
Values of the constants and correlation coefficients between any
pair of constants can also be found at the website http://
physics.nist.gov/constants.

XXII. Summary and Conclusion

In this final section, we discuss (i) the differences between the
2014 and 2018 CODATA recommended values of the constants, (ii)
the implications of the 2018 adjustment for metrology and physics,
and (iii) future work that could improve our knowledge of the values
of the constants.

A. Comparison of 2014 and 2018 CODATA
recommended values

A representative group of 2014 and 2018 recommended values
are compared in Fig. 10. The first four constants h, e, k, and NA are
exact because of the redefinition of the SI. All other constants were
and are inexactly known. Some have become significantly more
accurate, some have updated values that fall well outside their 2014
uncertainty, while others have seen no significant change. Changes
are a consequence of the revision of the SI and measurements that
have become available since the 2014 adjustment. We discuss the
changes shown in the figure as well as other notable changes in some
detail later.

FIG. 9. The 16 input data determining the Newtonian constant of gravitation G
ordered by publication year. The 2018 recommended value for G has been
subtracted. Error bars correspond to one-standard-deviation uncertainties as
reported in Table XXIX. The uncertainties after applying the 3.9 multiplicative
expansion factor to determine the 2018 recommended value are not shown. Labels
on the left side of the figure denote the laboratories and the last two digits of the year
in which the data were reported. See Table XXIX for details. The gray band
corresponds to the one-standard-deviation uncertainty of the recommended value.
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are electroweak quantities with values obtained from the most recent
report of the Particle Data Group (Tanabashi et al., 2018):

mτc2 ! 1776.86(12) MeV [6.83 10−5], (202)
GF
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We note that sin2 θW ! 1− (mW/mZ)2, wheremW andmZ are the
masses of the W ± and Z0 bosons, respectively. The Particle Data
Group’s value mW/mZ ! 0.881 53(17) leads to the value of sin2 θW
already given. The uncertainty of this mass ratio has decreased by almost
a factor of tenwhen compared to that in the 2014 adjustment. Finally, the
accuracy of the mass of the tau lepton has slightly improved.

XXI. The 2018 CODATA Recommended Values

The input data and their correlation coefficients considered in
the 2018 CODATA adjustment of the values of the constants are
given in Tables VIII, X, XVIII, XXI, XXVII, and XXIX. (Here, items
C3–C6 in Table XVIII are additional theoretical coefficients and
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detail in the previous sections. The 2018 recommended values are
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sense, of 75 adjusted constants listed in Tables XI and XIX. A
comparison with the values of the adjusted constants in Tables
XXV and XXVI of the 2014 CODATA adjustment shows that two
prominent quantities among the few that are no longer adjusted
constants are the Planck constant h and the molar gas constant R.

The reason, of course, is that in the revised SI these constants are
exactly known.

The methodology and quality of our least-squares adjustments has
been discussed in Sec. III. Briefly, three independent adjustments have
been performed. The first concerned the Newtonian constant of grav-
itation. The corresponding input data are found to be inconsistent and an
expansion factor of 3.9 is needed to decrease the residuals to below two.
The second independent adjustment concerned the determination of the
natural-silicon lattice spacing and values of three historic x-ray units. No
expansion factor is needed. Finally, the third adjustment determined the
remaining 62 adjusted constants. Two expansion factors are required. A
factor of 1.6 is applied to the 60 input data determining the Rydberg
constant and proton and deuteron charge radii. A factor of 1.7 is used for
the two input data that determine the mass of the proton. As in previous
adjustments,wehavenot excluded inputdata that individually contribute
little to constrain the adjusted constants but taken together do matter.
Good examples of suchdata are transition energies in atomichydrogen to
states with large principal quantum numbers as well as the less-accurate
experimental data on the Newtonian constant of gravitation.

A. Tables of values

Tables XXX through XXXVI give the 2018 CODATA rec-
ommended values of the basic constants and conversion factors of
physics and chemistry and related quantities. Energy conversion
factors in Tables XXXV and XXXVI relate energies, masses,
photon wavelengths and frequencies, and temperatures of en-
sembles of particles through the equivalences E ! mc2 ! hc/λ !
hn ! kT. The tables are identical in form and content to their 2010
and 2014 counterparts in that no constants are added or deleted.
They also show the profound impact the revised SI has on the
values of the fundamental constants. Counting the energy con-
version factors in Tables XXXV and XXXVI, 46 constants that had
uncertainties in 2014 are now exactly known in the revised SI.
Values of the constants and correlation coefficients between any
pair of constants can also be found at the website http://
physics.nist.gov/constants.

XXII. Summary and Conclusion

In this final section, we discuss (i) the differences between the
2014 and 2018 CODATA recommended values of the constants, (ii)
the implications of the 2018 adjustment for metrology and physics,
and (iii) future work that could improve our knowledge of the values
of the constants.

A. Comparison of 2014 and 2018 CODATA
recommended values

A representative group of 2014 and 2018 recommended values
are compared in Fig. 10. The first four constants h, e, k, and NA are
exact because of the redefinition of the SI. All other constants were
and are inexactly known. Some have become significantly more
accurate, some have updated values that fall well outside their 2014
uncertainty, while others have seen no significant change. Changes
are a consequence of the revision of the SI and measurements that
have become available since the 2014 adjustment. We discuss the
changes shown in the figure as well as other notable changes in some
detail later.

FIG. 9. The 16 input data determining the Newtonian constant of gravitation G
ordered by publication year. The 2018 recommended value for G has been
subtracted. Error bars correspond to one-standard-deviation uncertainties as
reported in Table XXIX. The uncertainties after applying the 3.9 multiplicative
expansion factor to determine the 2018 recommended value are not shown. Labels
on the left side of the figure denote the laboratories and the last two digits of the year
in which the data were reported. See Table XXIX for details. The gray band
corresponds to the one-standard-deviation uncertainty of the recommended value.
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Preliminary reference Earth Model (PREM)
A. M. Dziewonski and D. L. Anderson, Phys, Earth Planet. Inter. 25:297, 1981

1-D density profile From seismic wave data and imposing the Earth’s radius, 
mass and moment of inertia as additional constraints

~2%

~0.5%

~20%

~3%

~5%

understanding the core is 
fundamental to understand  

Earth magnetism 
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Is there any other way to study the 
Earth’s internal structure beyond seismic 
waves and gravitational measurements?
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Is there any other way to study the 
Earth’s internal structure beyond seismic 
waves and gravitational measurements?

Yes!  
Weak interactions: Neutrinos!

7
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Different ways to study the 
Earth’s interior with neutrinos

Detecting neutrinos 
produced inside the Earth

Searching for distortions 
on the spectra of 

(external) neutrino fluxes 

Geoneutrinos:  
produced by the decay of radioactive 
isotopes inside the Earth,  
sensitive to the heat power of the Earth 

©Sandbox Studio, Chicago

Neutrino tomography: 
inelastic scattering (absorption) or 
elastic forward scattering (refraction),  
sensitive to the Earth’s density profile  
(and, although technologically unfeasible, neutrino diffraction)

Figure 1 | Zenith angular distribution of the atmospheric muon
neutrino events in the IC86 sample. a, Schematic representation
of the Earth subdivided in the five concentric layers used in this
work. Some representative neutrino trajectories and their associated
zenith angles, ✓z , with respect to the IceCube detector are also in-
dicated. b, Number of atmospheric up-going muon neutrino events
collected in the first year of IceCube data-taking as a function of the

cosine of the zenith angle ✓recz for different reconstructed muon en-
ergy thresholds. The uppermost curve shows the zenith distribution
for the entire IC86 sample (that is, 20145 muons in the energy range
400 GeV . Erec

µ . 20 TeV) and the lowermost curve corresponds
to the highest threshold in this plot, Erec

µ > 2.5 TeV. Up-going neu-
trinos correspond to cos ✓recz = �1. For all the data points the error
bars represent one standard statistical deviation.

of 343.7 days 8 (a preliminary attempt using IceCube data with very98

limited event statistics was presented in 2012 20). These muons are99

produced by up-going neutrinos and antineutrinos which, after cross-100

ing the Earth, interact via charged-current processes in the bedrock or101

ice surrounding the detector. While propagating inside the detector at a102

speed higher than the speed of light in ice, these muons emit Cherenkov103

light, which is detected by the digital optical modules of the IceCube104

array. Details about the data sample and the modeling of the predicted105

event rate are provided in Methods.106

The energy and zenith distributions of the IC86 sample are shown107

in Fig. 1b. Since the atmospheric neutrino spectrum is a steeply falling108

function of the energy and, for the lowest energies, the neutrino absorp-109

tion length is much larger than the Earth’s diameter, most of the neu-110

trinos in the sample do not undergo significant absorption. Therefore,111

the distribution of the full sample is very similar to the atmospheric112

neutrino distribution at the Earth’s surface, which is more peaked to-113

wards the horizon 1. For higher energies, however, the observed event114

spectrum corresponding to up-going neutrinos with the longest trajec-115

tories through the Earth (cos ✓recz ⇠ �1) is suppressed with respect116

to the zenith-symmetric flux corresponding to down-going neutrinos117

that only propagate a few tens of kilometers without crossing the Earth118

(cos ✓recz ⇠ 1). The effect is more pronounced for neutrinos with119

higher energies and for those with longer propagation paths in the120

Earth, as they have a larger probability of interaction. Hence, by study-121

ing the zenith and energy distributions of the atmospheric neutrino flux122

and by comparing them with the flux without attenuation, information123

on the Earth’s density profile can be extracted. All events are useful,124

though: the events with the lowest energies or more horizontal trajec-125

tories serve us to fix the overall normalization and zenith distribution126

of the unattenuated atmospheric neutrino flux.127

To illustrate how to remove the intrinsic zenith dependence on the 128

atmospheric neutrino flux when comparing with the observed data, we 129

depict the ratio of the observed number of events to the expected one 130

in the case of no absorption, Ndata/Nno att, as a function of the zenith 131

angle. If all energies in the IC86 sample are considered (Fig. 2a), statis- 132

tics is dominated by the low-energy events and the maximum observed 133

suppression is at the 10% level or below. For events with energies 134

above 5 TeV (Fig. 2b), however, the suppression in some of the most 135

vertical angular bins (cos ✓recz < �0.6) is up to 50%. For all energies, 136

the suppression is larger for more vertical trajectories, which imply a 137

longer propagation path. As an indication, we also show the expecta- 138

tions for the central value and the 1� statistical error of this ratio using 139

the one-dimensional Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) 21. 140

We have parametrized the Earth’s density with a one-dimensional 141

five-layer profile with constant density in each of the layers (Fig. 1a). 142

One of the edges is chosen at the core-mantle boundary and another 143

one at the inner core-outer core boundary, so that we select three layers 144

in the core (one for the inner core and two for the outer core) and two 145

layers in the mantle. We have checked that, with this number of layers, 146

current data are not yet sensitive to the particular profile within a given 147

layer (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 and Supplementary Tab. 1) 148

and, therefore, there is no expected gain when using more layers or 149

a more realistic density profile. We fit the average density of each of 150

the layers, which is allowed to vary freely, and obtain our main result, 151

the first one-dimensional Earth’s density profile measured by means of 152

weak interactions (Fig. 3). With one-year statistics the uncertainties 153

are large but, yet, compatible with results from geophysical methods 154

within 68% credible interval. Notice that these results are obtained 155

from one-dimensional marginalized posterior probability distributions 156

and correlations among all the parameters in the fit (five densities and 157

2

first proposed by G. Eder in 1965 
first detected by KamLAND in 2005

first proposed in a CERN report  
in October 1973 and also in a talk in 1974 

first performed in 2018  
(with IceCube data)
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Neutrino Earth tomography: approaches

oscillation tomography

(De Rujula et al., 1983; Wilson, 1984; Askar’yan, 1984; Borisov et al., 1986;
Borisov and Dolgoshein, 1993) the detector is moved to obtain many base-
lines, whereas the source is kept fixed. In this case, high precision could be
obtained (De Rujula et al., 1983). However, a major challenge might actually
be the operation of a high-energy neutrino beam with a moving decay tunnel.
Note that such a beam could not only be used for whole Earth tomography,
but also for local searches (see below). In case (c) (cosmic point source)
(Wilson, 1984; Kuo et al., 1995), the flux from a single object is used for the
tomography of the Earth. In this case, the flux has to be constant in time to
be detected either by a moving detector, or by one detector using many
baselines by the rotation of the Earth. Note that the second mechanism
cannot be used for the currently largest planned neutrino telescope ‘‘Ice-
Cube’’ (Ahrens et al., 2004) because it is residing at the south pole.

3.3. SPECIFIC SITE TOMOGRAPHY

Compared to ‘‘whole Earth tomography,’’ a different direction is the inves-
tigation of individual sites, such as in the Earth’s mantle. For example, De
Rujula et al. (1983) extensively reviews techniques based on a high-energy
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a) Isotropic flux b) High-energy c) Cosmic point
neutrino beam source

Figure 1. Three different approaches to ‘‘Whole Earth Tomography’’ using neutrino
absorption. The lines refer to different baselines.
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Figure 2. Different possibilities for neutrino tomography using a high-energy neutrino beam.
The labels ‘‘IP’’ refer to possible interaction points. See text for more details.
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absorption tomography

(quasi) isotropic flux neutrino beam astrophysical point source

Review: W. Winter, Earth, Moon and Planets 99:285, 2006

Coherent effect in neutrino propagation

dφν (Eν , x)
dx

≈ −n(x) σ (Eν ) φν (Eν , x)

Incoherent effect in neutrino propagation

absorption of the flux depending on direction 
(traversed column density) and energy 

9
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E⌫ > TeV

Neutrino oscillations in matter:  
extra effective potential in the hamiltonian  

distortion of the energy and angular spectrum per 
flavor, but the total neutrino flux remains unaffected

sensitive to electron density sensitive to nucleon density
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Neutrino Earth tomography: approaches

(De Rujula et al., 1983; Wilson, 1984; Askar’yan, 1984; Borisov et al., 1986;
Borisov and Dolgoshein, 1993) the detector is moved to obtain many base-
lines, whereas the source is kept fixed. In this case, high precision could be
obtained (De Rujula et al., 1983). However, a major challenge might actually
be the operation of a high-energy neutrino beam with a moving decay tunnel.
Note that such a beam could not only be used for whole Earth tomography,
but also for local searches (see below). In case (c) (cosmic point source)
(Wilson, 1984; Kuo et al., 1995), the flux from a single object is used for the
tomography of the Earth. In this case, the flux has to be constant in time to
be detected either by a moving detector, or by one detector using many
baselines by the rotation of the Earth. Note that the second mechanism
cannot be used for the currently largest planned neutrino telescope ‘‘Ice-
Cube’’ (Ahrens et al., 2004) because it is residing at the south pole.

3.3. SPECIFIC SITE TOMOGRAPHY

Compared to ‘‘whole Earth tomography,’’ a different direction is the inves-
tigation of individual sites, such as in the Earth’s mantle. For example, De
Rujula et al. (1983) extensively reviews techniques based on a high-energy
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Figure 2. Different possibilities for neutrino tomography using a high-energy neutrino beam.
The labels ‘‘IP’’ refer to possible interaction points. See text for more details.
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Borisov and Dolgoshein, 1993) the detector is moved to obtain many base-
lines, whereas the source is kept fixed. In this case, high precision could be
obtained (De Rujula et al., 1983). However, a major challenge might actually
be the operation of a high-energy neutrino beam with a moving decay tunnel.
Note that such a beam could not only be used for whole Earth tomography,
but also for local searches (see below). In case (c) (cosmic point source)
(Wilson, 1984; Kuo et al., 1995), the flux from a single object is used for the
tomography of the Earth. In this case, the flux has to be constant in time to
be detected either by a moving detector, or by one detector using many
baselines by the rotation of the Earth. Note that the second mechanism
cannot be used for the currently largest planned neutrino telescope ‘‘Ice-
Cube’’ (Ahrens et al., 2004) because it is residing at the south pole.

3.3. SPECIFIC SITE TOMOGRAPHY

Compared to ‘‘whole Earth tomography,’’ a different direction is the inves-
tigation of individual sites, such as in the Earth’s mantle. For example, De
Rujula et al. (1983) extensively reviews techniques based on a high-energy

D D

S

D

a) Isotropic flux b) High-energy c) Cosmic point
neutrino beam source

Figure 1. Three different approaches to ‘‘Whole Earth Tomography’’ using neutrino
absorption. The lines refer to different baselines.

S D

Doff-axis

IP1
IP IP

2
3

Microphone array?

Figure 2. Different possibilities for neutrino tomography using a high-energy neutrino beam.
The labels ‘‘IP’’ refer to possible interaction points. See text for more details.

290 WALTER WINTER

(quasi) isotropic flux neutrino beam astrophysical point source

Review: W. Winter, Earth, Moon and Planets 99:285, 2006

Man-made beams
V. K. Ermilova, V. A. Tsarev and V. A. Chechin, JETP Lett. 43:453, 1986

Solar neutrinos
A. N. Ioanissian and A. Smirnov, hep-ph/0201012

Atmospheric neutrinos

Supernova neutrinos

S. K. Agarwalla, T. Li, O. Mena and SPR, arXiv:1212.2238

M. Lindner, T. Ohlsson, R. Tomàs and W. Winter,  
Astropart. Phys. 19:755, 2003

A. Placci and E. Zavattini, CERN report 1973… but never published 
L. V. Volkova and G. T. Zatsepin, Izv. Nauk Ser. Fiz. 38N5:1060, 1974

M. C. González-García, F. Halzen, M. Maltoni  
and H. K. M. Tanaka, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100:061802, 2008

Atmospheric neutrinos

Man-made beams

Cosmic neutrinos (point sources)
T. L. Wilson, Nature 309:38, 1984 

Cosmic neutrinos (diffuse flux)
P. Jain, J. P. Ralston and G. M. Frichter,  
Astropart. Phys. 12:193, 1999 

oscillation tomography absorption tomography
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Neutrino Earth tomography: Matter effects
Propagation through matter induces a phase in the neutrino wave function

Amplitude = eiEnL

n = 1 + 2π N f(0)/E2 = 1 + V/E

index of 
refraction

incoherent process

σ ∝ GF2

optical theorem [4π Im f(0) / E = σ] 
Absorption:  E Im(Δn) ∝  N σ

W-

e-νe

νee-

coherent forward scattering

E Re(Δn) ∝  N Re f(0) / E

Re f(0) ∝ GF

11
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Neutrino matter effects

tiny Δn: a matter of scales
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7

Figure 2. Transition probabilities for SN neutrinos crossing the Earth, for trajectories along its diameter (cos ✓z = �1),
for the vacuum case (black dotted lines) and for three different profiles, parameterized by nc = 0.7 (green dashed lines), 1.0
(blue solid lines) and 1.3 (orange dot-dashed lines). Left panel: for neutrinos, P�(⌫2 ! ⌫e), which equals pIO� , see Eq. (7), if
IO and adiabatic propagation inside the SN. Right panel: for antineutrinos, P�(⌫̄1 ! ⌫̄e), which equals pNO

� , see Eq. (7), if NO
and adiabatic propagation inside the SN.

where Rc = 3480 km and R� = 6371 km are the radius of the core and of the entire Earth, respectively, and the
normalization of the mantle density, nm, is fixed using the constraint on the mass of the Earth,

M� =

Z Rc

0
nc ⇢

PREM(r) dV +

Z R�

Rc

nm ⇢PREM(r) dV = 5.972⇥ 1024 kg . (12)

Matter effects in the propagation of SN neutrinos through the Earth depend on the neutrino trajectory and thus,
on the direction of the SN relative to the detector. The path length of upward-going neutrinos inside the Earth can
be given in terms of the zenith angle ✓z as L = �2R� cos ✓z ⌘ �2R� cz, with cz 2 [�1, 0). After neutrinos cross the
Earth, the final fluxes in terms of flavor eigenstates are given by Eq. (3), with p� and p� instead of pvac and pvac.
As illustrated above, these probabilities are functions, not only of the mixing parameters, but also of the neutrino
energy, of the arrival direction’s zenith angle and of the Earth’s density profile.

The Earth matter effect on the SN neutrino flux is proportional to (p� � pvac)(F 0
⌫e

� F 0
⌫x
) for neutrinos and to

(p� � pvac)(F
0
⌫̄e

�F 0
⌫̄x
) for antineutrinos [79]. Thus, assuming adiabatic propagation inside the star, the sensitivity to

the Earth’s density profile not only does depend on freg, but also on the difference of neutrino spectra at production.
It is important to note that, along the tail, the warmest (⌫e for NO and ⌫̄e for IO) fluxes at detectors correspond to
the cases for which Earth matter effects are negligible. In these cases, the electron-flavor fluxes at Earth are mainly
determined by the ⌫x spectrum at production (pNO

� ' pIO� ' sin2 ✓13).
Figure 2 depicts the transition probabilities P�(⌫2 ! ⌫e) (= pIO� , if adiabatic propagation inside the SN) and

P�(⌫̄1 ! ⌫̄e) (= pNO
� , if adiabatic propagation inside the SN) for neutrinos and antineutrinos crossing the entire

Earth (cz = �1) and for three different density profiles, parameterized by nc. We also show the vacuum case for
comparison. Throughout this work, the transition probabilities are obtained by means of the publicly available
nuSQuIDS code [142]. Transitions in matter for neutrinos in the NO case and for antineutrinos in the IO case are
almost identical to the vacuum ones, making unfeasible the potential detection of Earth matter effects in these cases,
and therefore they are not shown. Indeed, up to first order in ✏, the regeneration factor corresponding to these two
cases is bounded by [79, 99]

freg . ✏max

2

✓
�m2

21

�m2
31

◆
sin2 2✓13 . 10�3 , (13)

whereas the regeneration factor for neutrinos and IO, and for antineutrinos and NO, is instead bounded by

freg . ✏max

2
sin2 2✓12 cos4 ✓13 . 0.3 . (14)

Note that the higher the neutrino energy, the larger ✏ is, and the less accurate the linear approximation is. Indeed,
matter effects are stronger along the tail of the SN spectra, where ✏max & 0.5. For E⌫ & 50 MeV, the regeneration
factor could be larger than Eq. (14), as can be seen in Fig. 2. In what follows, we shall study the capabilities of future
detectors to exploit these matter effects to perform Earth tomography, considering both neutrino mass orderings.

R. Hajjar, O. Mena and SPR, arXiv:2303.09369

Neutrino oscillation tomography
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�m2
31 � driven matter effect

3-neutrino problem simplifies to 2-neutrino problem as the two mass-square differences are separated
T. K. Kuo and J. Pantaleone, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57:1805, 1986

Matter effect can be resonant for different directions and energies

(solar and supernova neutrinos) (atmospheric neutrinos)
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Neutrino absorption tomography

M. G. Aartsen et al. [IceCube Collaboration], Nature 551:596, 2017

Different flux absorption for different directions and energies 
(atmospheric and cosmic neutrinos)
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First Earth tomography 

with neutrinos!

Neutrino�absorption�tomography

15

A. Donini, SPR and J. Salvado, Nature Physics 15:37, 2019
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p+X→π± /K± +Y
µ± +νµ(νµ)

e± +νe(νe) +νµ(νµ)

M. G. Aartsen et al. [IceCube Collaboration],  
Phys. Rev. D91:122004, 2015

30 MeV < E < 100 TeV

Atmospheric neutrinos

Interactions of cosmic 
rays in the atmosphere
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FIG. 11. For a given astrophysical spectral index (x axis)
in the upper panel, the best fit prompt flux (blue line) and
its errors (band at 68% C.L.) from the profile likelihood scan
are obtained. The bottom panel shows the range of allowed
region of the index parameter from the full fit.

down-going prompt neutrinos will be accompanied by
muons which will cause the event to be rejected. This
will show up as a change in the zenith angle distribution,
with down-going events suppressed, in contrast to the
astrophysical component, which will remain isotropic.

The presence of very high energy events (∼1 PeV) in
the downward region favors the astrophysical component
over the prompt component. It should be noted that the
presence of the cosmic-ray knee introduces a kink into
the prompt component spectrum. As Fig. 12 shows,
at energies above a few hundred TeV, this kink further
reduces the prompt component.

Since the fit results for the conventional components
are not influenced by the prompt or astrophysical com-
ponents, we obtain the conventional νe spectrum inde-
pendent of assumptions about the other components. A
separate fit is performed by introducing conventional νe
components divided into four true energy ranges while
keeping all of the other components unchanged. The re-
sulting best-fit normalizations in each range produce the
neutrino fluxes as shown in Fig. 12 and Table III. The
fit finds good agreement with models of the conventional
νe flux. The other components in the fit show consistent
values when compared to the previous baseline fit.

The relatively high conventional νe flux normalization
measured in the first fit can be further examined by vary-
ing the relative contribution from π and K to the con-
ventional neutrino fluxes. In a third fit, we introduce an
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FIG. 12. The atmospheric νe flux result (shown as red filled
triangles). Markers indicate the IceCube measurements of
the atmospheric neutrino flux while lines show the theoreti-
cal models. The black circles and the blue band come from
the through-going upward νµ analyses [3, 4]. The open tri-
angles show the νe measurement with the IceCube-DeepCore
dataset [2]. The magenta band shows the modified ERS pre-
diction.

TABLE III. The results of the binned (‘second’) fit to the νe
flux for an E−2 spectrum, in four energy bins.

log10 E
min
ν −log10 E

max
ν 〈Eν〉(GeV) E2

νΦν(GeV cm−2s−1sr−1)

2.0 − 2.5 270 (1.0± 0.9) × 10−5

2.5 − 3.0 590 (7.6± 1.9) × 10−6

3.0 − 4.0 2.5 × 103 (6.4± 2.6) × 10−7

4.0 − 5.0 20.7 × 103 (3.5± 3.3) × 10−8

extra fit parameter (ξ) which modifies the K contribu-
tions in Eq. 7 and in Eq. 8 simultaneously.

Φνµ(ξ) = C ·E−2.65
νµ

· (wπ + ξ · wK) (7)

Φνe(ξ) = C′ ·E−2.65
νe · ξ · wK′ (8)

A value of ξ = 1 corresponds to the standard expec-
tations based on the modified Honda model and a value
of ξ > 1 corresponds to increased kaon production. As
the conventional νµ and νe flux normalizations are fixed
to the baseline model, ξ probes the deviations from the
model due to relative K contribution. The νe normaliza-
tion C′ and the kaon weight wK′ are fixed at the Honda
flux. For the νµ part, while the change in ξ corresponds
to a change in shape of the energy distribution, the total
number of νµ events is fixed to the baseline expectation

16
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Looking inside the Earth with neutrinos17

M. C. González-García, F. Halzen, M. Maltoni and 
H. K. M. Tanaka, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100:061802, 2008

E. Borriello et al., JCAP 0906:030, 2009 

E. Borriello et al., Earth Planets Space 62:211, 2010

I. Romero and O. A. Sampayo, Eur. Phys. J. C71:1696, 2011

K. Hoshina and H. K. M. Tanaka, Poster at Neutrino 2012

First forecast of absorption neutrino tomography 
using atmospheric neutrinos (for IceCube) 

First forecast for KM3NeT 

Study of lateral heterogeneities (with IceCube) Needs ~300 years

Another study of Earth non-homogeneity (with IceCube)

First attempt using 1 year of IC-40 data

3

Pµµ(Eν , L) exp{−X(θ)[σNC(Eν) + σα
CC(Eν)]} , (2)

where Pµµ(Eν , L = 2R |cos θ|) is the oscillation proba-
bility. For Eν ! 1 TeV, Pµµ " 1. X(θ) is the column
density of the Earth, and R its radius:

X(θ) = NA

∫ L=2R|cos θ|

0

ρE(
√

R2 + z2 + 2Rz cos θ) dz . (3)

NA is the Avogadro number, and ρE(r) is the Earth mat-
ter density assumed to be spherically symmetric.
Equation (2) embodies the physics that makes Earth

tomography with HE neutrinos possible. At sufficiently
high energies, Eν ! 10 TeV, the attenuation fac-
tor exp{−X(θ)[σNC(Eν) + σα

CC(Eν)]} becomes relevant.
Thus measuring N

νµ
ev one can get information on ρE(r).

In the left panel of Fig. 1 we show the expected zenith
angle distribution of atmospheric νµ-induced events in
IceCube for different Efin,min

µ energy threshold as ob-
tained using the Earth matter density profile of the Pre-
liminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) [20]. In the
PREM the Earth consists of a mantle extending to ra-
dial distance r ∼ 3000 km below the Earth surface and
a core under it with a sharp core-mantle transition in
density of about a factor 2. Thus neutrinos arriving with
θ ! 147 degrees (cos θ " −0.84) will cross the core in
their way to the detector.
In the figure one notices, at sufficiently high energies, a

reduction of the number of events for trajectories which
cross the core resulting in a “kink” in the angular dis-
tribution around θ ! 147. This feature is more clearly
illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1 where we plot the
ratio of the zenith angle distribution of events with ener-
gies above Efin,min

µ divided by the number of events with
no additional energy cut, which effectively corresponds
to events with a threshold energy Efin,L2

µ ∼ 100 GeV.
Figure 1 illustrates the potential of doing Earth to-

mography with the IceCube ATM-ν samples. However
one must realize that the angular dependence in the
ratio shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 is not only
due to Earth attenuation factor: there is an additional,
Earth-independent, contribution from the variation of
the zenith angle distribution of the fluxes with Eν which
does not cancel out in the ratio of events at different ener-
gies. In principle this effect could be removed by compar-
ing the ratio of upgoing (θ > 90 degrees) and downgoing
events (θ < 90 degrees). In practice, the overwhelming
atmospheric muon background makes the measurement
of downgoing νµ events impossible at these energies.
In order to quantify the sensitivity of IceCube to the

Earth density profile we study the ratio of observed
events above a given energy threshold to the one expected
for an Earth of equal mass as ours but with an homoge-
neous matter distribution, ρhom = 3MEarth/(4πR3):

R =
Nµ(Efin

µ > Efin,min
µ , cos θ, ρPREM)

Nµ(Efin
µ > Efin,min

µ , cos θ, ρhom)
(4)
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FIG. 2: Ratio of zenith angle distribution of expected events
for the PREM over the expectations with an homogeneous
Earth matter distribution for different values of the energy
threshold of the events. The error bars in the figure show the
expected statistical error in 10 years of IceCube.

Efin,min
µ

[cos θ] Efin,L2
µ 10 TeV 32 TeV

[−1.00,−0.83] 108320 254 27

[−0.83,−0.67] 115224 359 49

[−0.67,−0.50] 123524 429 62

[−0.50,−0.33] 137676 537 82

[−0.33,−0.17] 162500 736 111

[−0.17, 0.00] 205500 1132 169

TABLE I: Number of expected atmospheric νµ-induced muon
events in 10 years of IceCube operation in the different angu-
lar bins and energy thresholds for the PREM.

In Fig. 2 we show this ratio obtained by integrating the
events in the numerator and denominator in 6 angular
bins in cos θ, and for three values of the threshold en-
ergy: Efin,L2

µ ∼ 100 GeV, 10 TeV, and 32 TeV. In this
plot, trajectories crossing the core are contained in the
most vertical bin. In the figure we also show the ex-
pected statistical uncertainty σstat,i, computed from the
expected number of events in each angular bin in the
PREM in 10 years of IceCube (see Table I).

As expected, events with low energy threshold have
no sensitivity to the Earth density and consequently the
ratio for Efin,L2

µ ∼ 100 GeV is practically constant and
equal to 1. As Efin,min

µ increases the ratio becomes in-
creasingly different from 1, reflecting the fact that the
effect of the Earth matter profile becomes more evi-
dent. The strategy is then obvious. One uses the mea-
sured zenith angular distribution of the L2 event sam-
ple as normalization to obtain the expectations for a
constant density Earth at higher energies, Nµ(Efin

µ >

Efin,min
µ , cos θ, ρhom). By comparing the expectations

with observation, one can quantify the sensitivity to the
Earth matter profile.

After normalizing to the observed L2 distribution
residual theoretical uncertainties remain associated with

JCAP06(2009)030
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Figure 5. The 68 and 95% C.L. contours of the marginalized likelihood function L for the measured
mantle and core Earth densities, for 10 years of data taking at a NT. The point denoted by M is
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Figure 6. One dimensional likelihoods for the Earth densities, ρm and ρc.

illustrates the level of sensitivity of the angular bins with respect to ρm and ρc. A variation
of the expected number of events per bin which is typically less than 5% is fully compatible
with a statistics larger than 104 in ten years of running time.

It is worth reminding that these results are obtained in a very simplified PREM model,
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few percent error after 10 years
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NEUTRINO RADIOGRAPHY WITH
ICECUBE NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY

Kotoyo Hoshina*1,2, Hiroyuki K.M.Tanaka*1

for the IceCube collaboration
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Introduction
Our current knowledge of the interior 

structure of the Earth is based on seismic 

wave studies. To obtain its density pro-

file, however, one must assume a Geo-

physical Earth Model which depends on 

chemical components, temperature, etc.

Neutrino Radiography (measuring neu-

trino absorption to deduce column depth) 

on the other hand, gives density informa-

tion that is totally independent of any 

geophysical model. 

IceCube is the first possible candidate 

to perform the neutrino radiography. In 

10 years operation, we expect detecting 

core-mantle boundary and measuring 

density of the core.[1] 

Conceptual drawing of Neutrino Radiography with 

the  Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM)[2]. 

Due to high-density at core, part of high-energy 

neutrino will be absorbed inside the core. 

By measuring arriving zenith angle of high-energy 

neutrinos, IceCube will detect event deficit at large 

zenith angle (θ > 147°).
We use high-energy tail of atmospheric neutrino, for 

neutrino source, which is currently the unique avail-

able candidate for performing neutrino radiography.

downgoing

upgoing

zenith angle

Outlook
Applying the same event selection and analysis as IceCube 40 strings, we esti-

mate one sigma separation with full-size IceCube ten years operation. Optimizing 

analysis for full-size IceCube is ongoing and will significantly improve the separa-

tion.

Systematic studies will be carried out for zenith-dependent uncertainty of atmo-

spheric neutrino flux, neutrino cross section and zenith-dependent uncertainty of 

detector simulation. 

Detection and Event Selection

Density profiles of the Earth as a function of (a) radius and (b) cosθ of 
tangent line of equi-density sphere. The green curve represents stan-

dard PREM model and the purple curve shows a hypothetical “core-

less” model which we named “FLATCORE” model. 

Charge current interact ion 

length for 40TeV neutrino is 

equivalent to Earth’ s diameter. 

High-energy atmospheric neutri-

nos are thus utilized for neutrino 

radiography of the core of the 

Earth.

No Absorption

Absorption
@ core Absorption

@ mantle

Oscillation

Analysis and Result
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Compare 
this part with
Honda 2006
PREM and 
FLATCORE 
simulations

Digital 
Optical 
Module 
(DOM)

Reconstructed zenith and energy deposit after event selection. In this analysis, 10588 

neutrino candidates are obtained from data collected in 2008 with IceCube 40 strings. 

PREM is assumed for simulation. Fitting nuisance parameters noted in the right panel 

are for presentation and no fit is applied yet.

Large energy loss with
electro-magnetic showers

(Atmospheric) Muon pathNeutrino

In order to perform neutrino radiography, we selected neutrino-

induced muon events that penetrate through the Earth. Since all at-

mospheric muons are absorbed inside the Earth, this is equivalent se-

lecting well-reconstructed upgoing muons while rejecting fake atmo-

spheric muons that are reconstructed as upgoing. Details of the event 

purification are described in [3].
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References

In order to estimate the absorption 

at core, we generated two simulation 

set  using PREM and FLATCORE. 

These simulations are identical except 

for the density profile inside the core. 

The neutrino candidate contains 

large number of events with energy 

less than ~10TeV (in MC truth, muon 

energy at near by the center of Ice-

Cube). Since they are not sensitive to 

the difference of density between 

PREM and FLATCORE, we chose an 

reconstructed-energy window -0.3 < 

log 1 0 (dEdX) <0.3  [GeV/m].  The 

higher bound is set to suppress statis-

tical fluctuation due to the limited 

event-statistics at the high-energy tail 

of our sample.

Because PREM and FLATCORE are 

identical at the mantle area, we fit our 

simulations to data at cosθ > -0.83 with 

three nuisance parameters: a normal-

ization factor of atmospheric neutrino 

spectrum(n), a spectral index correc-

tion for the atmospheric neutrino 

spectrum(γ), and a ratio between as-

sumed and normal DOM efficiency(δ). 

With the fit results, we estimated 

number of events at the core using 

PREM and FLATCORE simulations.

Number of events at core area, with muon 

energy -0.3 < log10(dEdX) < 0.3 [GeV/m]. 

n=0.978, γ=-0.001 and δ=0.998 are used for 
correction of simulations. Shadow areas are un-

certainty of predictions due to limited statistics 

of simulation. PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY

Since the observed difference of two 

models is within the statistical error of 

the data, one-year data of IceCube 40 

strings is not sensitive to detect differ-

ence of densities between core and 

mantle. This is mainly due to the lim-

ited statistics of events with energy 

over ~10TeV.
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The IceCube neutrino telescope

125 m apart on a triangular grid

75 m apart

17 m vertical spacing between PMTs

2 tanks/station, 2 DOMs/tank

completed in 2010

At the South Pole

Secondary particles detected via Cherencov radiation
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IceCube data set

Figure 1 | Zenith angular distribution of the atmospheric muon
neutrino events in the IC86 sample. a, Schematic representation
of the Earth subdivided in the five concentric layers used in this
work. Some representative neutrino trajectories and their associated
zenith angles, ✓z , with respect to the IceCube detector are also in-
dicated. b, Number of atmospheric up-going muon neutrino events
collected in the first year of IceCube data-taking as a function of the

cosine of the zenith angle ✓recz for different reconstructed muon en-
ergy thresholds. The uppermost curve shows the zenith distribution
for the entire IC86 sample (that is, 20145 muons in the energy range
400 GeV . Erec

µ . 20 TeV) and the lowermost curve corresponds
to the highest threshold in this plot, Erec

µ > 2.5 TeV. Up-going neu-
trinos correspond to cos ✓recz = �1. For all the data points the error
bars represent one standard statistical deviation.

of 343.7 days 8 (a preliminary attempt using IceCube data with very98

limited event statistics was presented in 2012 20). These muons are99

produced by up-going neutrinos and antineutrinos which, after cross-100

ing the Earth, interact via charged-current processes in the bedrock or101

ice surrounding the detector. While propagating inside the detector at a102

speed higher than the speed of light in ice, these muons emit Cherenkov103

light, which is detected by the digital optical modules of the IceCube104

array. Details about the data sample and the modeling of the predicted105

event rate are provided in Methods.106

The energy and zenith distributions of the IC86 sample are shown107

in Fig. 1b. Since the atmospheric neutrino spectrum is a steeply falling108

function of the energy and, for the lowest energies, the neutrino absorp-109

tion length is much larger than the Earth’s diameter, most of the neu-110

trinos in the sample do not undergo significant absorption. Therefore,111

the distribution of the full sample is very similar to the atmospheric112

neutrino distribution at the Earth’s surface, which is more peaked to-113

wards the horizon 1. For higher energies, however, the observed event114

spectrum corresponding to up-going neutrinos with the longest trajec-115

tories through the Earth (cos ✓recz ⇠ �1) is suppressed with respect116

to the zenith-symmetric flux corresponding to down-going neutrinos117

that only propagate a few tens of kilometers without crossing the Earth118

(cos ✓recz ⇠ 1). The effect is more pronounced for neutrinos with119

higher energies and for those with longer propagation paths in the120

Earth, as they have a larger probability of interaction. Hence, by study-121

ing the zenith and energy distributions of the atmospheric neutrino flux122

and by comparing them with the flux without attenuation, information123

on the Earth’s density profile can be extracted. All events are useful,124

though: the events with the lowest energies or more horizontal trajec-125

tories serve us to fix the overall normalization and zenith distribution126

of the unattenuated atmospheric neutrino flux.127

To illustrate how to remove the intrinsic zenith dependence on the 128

atmospheric neutrino flux when comparing with the observed data, we 129

depict the ratio of the observed number of events to the expected one 130

in the case of no absorption, Ndata/Nno att, as a function of the zenith 131

angle. If all energies in the IC86 sample are considered (Fig. 2a), statis- 132

tics is dominated by the low-energy events and the maximum observed 133

suppression is at the 10% level or below. For events with energies 134

above 5 TeV (Fig. 2b), however, the suppression in some of the most 135

vertical angular bins (cos ✓recz < �0.6) is up to 50%. For all energies, 136

the suppression is larger for more vertical trajectories, which imply a 137

longer propagation path. As an indication, we also show the expecta- 138

tions for the central value and the 1� statistical error of this ratio using 139

the one-dimensional Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) 21. 140

We have parametrized the Earth’s density with a one-dimensional 141

five-layer profile with constant density in each of the layers (Fig. 1a). 142

One of the edges is chosen at the core-mantle boundary and another 143

one at the inner core-outer core boundary, so that we select three layers 144

in the core (one for the inner core and two for the outer core) and two 145

layers in the mantle. We have checked that, with this number of layers, 146

current data are not yet sensitive to the particular profile within a given 147

layer (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 and Supplementary Tab. 1) 148

and, therefore, there is no expected gain when using more layers or 149

a more realistic density profile. We fit the average density of each of 150

the layers, which is allowed to vary freely, and obtain our main result, 151

the first one-dimensional Earth’s density profile measured by means of 152

weak interactions (Fig. 3). With one-year statistics the uncertainties 153

are large but, yet, compatible with results from geophysical methods 154

within 68% credible interval. Notice that these results are obtained 155

from one-dimensional marginalized posterior probability distributions 156

and correlations among all the parameters in the fit (five densities and 157

2

A. Donini, SPR and J. Salvado, Nature Physics 15:37, 2019

1 year of up-going high-energy muon neutrino events (IC86) 

used and prepared for the IC sterile neutrino analysis

Energy range: ~ 400 GeV - 20 TeV 
Zenith angle range: cos θ = [-1, 0.2]  
Number of events: 20145 (343.7 days) 
>99.9% muon neutrino purity

M. G. Aartsen et al. [IceCube Collaboration], Phys. Rev. Lett. 117:071801, 2016

Publicly available!
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Analysis ingredients

Hadronic-interaction model Primary cosmic-ray spectrum 
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FIG. 1. All particle spectrum as measured by ground based arrays. The data are from [18–31]. The solid and dashed lines
represent the power law models used as the parametrization of the primary cosmic-ray flux for this work. Data compilation
after [32].

sources [36].

In order to have a description of the expected atmo-
spheric neutrino flux arising from cosmic-ray interactions
in the Earth’s atmosphere, a careful parametrization of
the cosmic-ray composition is necessary. Some of the
previous Monte-Carlo calculations reached neutrino en-
ergies up to 10 TeV e.g. Barr et al. [37] who uses a pri-
mary spectrum from Agrawal et al. [38] or Honda et al.
[39] who use BESS [40] and AMS [12] cosmic-ray data.
Analytical calculations above the PeV region were per-
formed by Sinegovsky et al. [41]. In particular the lat-
ter uses the model of the cosmic-ray spectrum following
Zatsepin and Sokolskaya [42] (ZS), who assumed three
classes of Galactic sources. The first source class is the
explosion of Supernovae into the interstellar medium, the
second class is motivated by the explosion of supermas-
sive stars into the local super-bubble and the third class
explains the flux of nuclei below 300 GeV by Nova ex-
plosions. The ZS model provides a smooth transition
from the all-particle spectrum measured in the direct ex-
periments to that measured with extensive air showers,
and it is compatible with the all-particle spectrum by
KASCADE [27] and GAMMA [43]. All considered mod-
els with a (rigidity-dependent) knee are motivated by
the fact that both acceleration and propagation in mod-
els involving collisionless di↵usion in magnetized plas-
mas lead to the expectation of a rigidity-dependent cut-
o↵ for each individual component with a particle charge
Z, Ecut,Z / Z [44–48]. This can explain the steepen-
ing of the spectrum around the knee and can be taken

into account in the modeling of the cosmic-ray spectrum
using a smoothed power law function as summarized in
e.g. [45, 49]. To e↵ectively describe the all-particle spec-
trum of cosmic-rays, five di↵erent primary mass groups,
namely H, He, CNO, Mg-Si and Fe, are usually used to
obtain a realistic representation, see e.g. [50, 51]. The in-
dividual spectra of the five components are summed up
to get the all-particle spectrum. Recently, the PAMELA
Collaboration has provided a new set of parameters for
the proton and helium components of the first and third
source class of the ZS model. These parameters are de-
rived through a fit to their data [13]. The agreement to
the data is significantly improved, thus in the following
we use these updated parameters and refer to the model
as (ZS/PAMELA).

The poly-gonato model [45, 49] describes the individ-
ual mass spectra up to the knee region fairly well, nev-
ertheless the relatively steep dependence above the knee
is not in agreement with the all-particle spectrum obser-
vations above about 1017 eV. Primary particles in this
energy range contribute to the production of leptons in
extensive air showers in the 100 TeV to PeV region. It is
still disputed whether at this energy extragalactic cosmic-
rays can be considered as valid source class, or if a second
Galactic component contributes to the primary spectrum
between the knee and the ankle. In Hillas [52] it is sug-
gested that the primary cosmic-ray spectrum is composed
of three populations. The first population is associated
to particles accelerated in Supernova Remnants with the
knee indicating the cuto↵. The second population (the

A. Fedynitch, J. B. Tjus and P. Desiati, 
Phys. Rev. D86:114024, 2012
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FIG. 1:
√
s-dependence of the total, inelastic, and elastic

pp cross sections, as calculated using the QGSJET-II-04
[6], EPOS-LHC [4], SIBYLL-2.3 [8], and QGSJET [10]
models (solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted lines re-
spectively). Experimental data are from Refs. [12–14].

and the very initial conditions for the parton cascades.
Therefore, new experimental data corresponding to a
different energy or kinematic range are very valuable
for tuning the parameters of such phenomenological
models and, more importantly, for discriminating in-
valid theoretical solutions.
In what concerns cosmic ray interaction models, the

most important results of Run 1 of the LHC have been
precise measurements of the total and elastic proton-
proton cross sections by the TOTEM and ATLAS ex-
periments [12, 13]. Apart from reducing drastically
the differences between the respective model predic-
tions in the limit of ultra-high energies, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, those experimental results constrained a
number of key parameters of the models, which impact
many other model predictions, e.g. for secondary par-
ticle production. While measurements of secondary
particle production at the central rapidity region by
the ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS experiments at the
LHC have not revealed any serious deficiencies of CR
interaction models [11], the corresponding experimen-
tal results contributed to fine-tuning of model param-
eters. And the new model versions appeared to be in
a reasonably good agreement with experimental data
from LHC Run 2 on soft particle production [15–17].
Yet the models diverge considerably in their predic-

tions for EAS properties, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for
the particular case of Xmax. It is thus highly desirable
to reveal the reasons for those differences and to find
ways to further constrain model predictions or, even
better, to refute some model approaches. In partic-
ular, one may hope to gain insight into the problem,
based on measurements of forward hadron spectra by
the TOTEM and LHCf experiments at the LHC, since
the corresponding results proved to be a challenge for
most of the present Monte Carlo generators [18–20].
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FIG. 2: Primary energy dependence of the average shower
maximum depth for proton- and iron-initiated vertical
EAS, as calculated using the QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC,
SIBYLL-2.3, and QGSJET models (solid, dashed, dash-
dotted, and dotted lines respectively).

III. IMPACT OF CONSTITUENT PARTON
FOCK STATES

Let us start with SIBYLL-2.3 which predicts the
largest values for Xmax and for the shower elonga-
tion rate between all the considered models, as one
can see in Fig. 2. This appears to be related to the
very basic model assumptions concerning the struc-
ture of constituent parton Fock states in hadrons, i.e.
for the above-mentioned initial conditions for parton
cascades, as discussed in more detail in Ref. [21]. Like
most of the hadronic event generators used in the col-
lider field, the SIBYLL model is based on the “mini-
jet” approach which corresponds implicitly to the pic-
ture shown schematically on the left-hand side (lhs)
of Fig. 3. At large Feynman x, one starts from the
same universal parton Fock state. Additional partons
(sea quarks or gluons) giving rise to new branches of
the parton cascade, which take part in the multiple
scattering processes, result from the evolution of the
parton density corresponding to this initial state and
their momentum fractions are distributed as ∝ 1/x
in the very high energy limit. Such a picture reflects
itself in the hadron production pattern predicted by
the model: Multiple scattering affects mostly central
particle production, while having a weak influence of
forward hadron spectra. Indeed, the latter are formed
by the hadronization of partons emerging from the
initial part of the underlying parton cascade, which
starts from the same initial conditions and covers a
short rapidity interval, being thus weakly dependent
on the further development of the cascade.

A direct consequence of the above-discussed ap-
proach is a weak energy dependence of the inelasticity
K inel, i.e. the relative energy loss of leading nucleons,

eConf C16-09-04.3
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FIG. 3: Schematic view of the initial part of the parton
cascade in the proton. Left: the cascade starts from the
same universal parton Fock state; new partons partici-
pating in multiple scattering processes emerge from the
cascade development, being characterized by ∝ 1/x dis-
tributions for the momentum fraction. Right: the proton
is represented by a superposition of Fock states consisting
of different numbers of large x constituent partons; the
more abundant multiple scattering the larger Fock states
involved in the process.

in proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions. With
increasing energy, one obtains a significant enhance-
ment of secondary particle production in the central
rapidity region only, which has a weak impact on the
energy loss of leading nucleons. As one can see in
Fig. 4, the energy dependence of K inel

pp is indeed al-
most flat for SIBYLL-2.3. In turn, a slower energy-
rise of the inelasticity implies a larger EAS elongation
rate and a larger Xmax at sufficiently high energies
(see, e.g. Ref. [22]), as we observed indeed in Fig. 2.

In the alternative approach, implemented in the
EPOS and QGSJET(-II) models, a proton is repre-
sented by a superposition of a number of Fock states
containing different numbers of large x constituent
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FIG. 4: Energy dependence of the inelasticity of leading
nucleons in pp collisions, as calculated using the QGSJET-
II-04, EPOS-LHC, and SIBYLL-2.3 models (solid, dashed,
and dash-dotted lines respectively).
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FIG. 5: dnch
pp/dη for pp collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV, as calcu-

lated using the QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC, and SIBYLL-
2.3 models (solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines respec-
tively) for the nondiffractive event selection of TOTEM:
at least one charged hadron produced both at −6.5 < η <
−5.3 and at 5.3 < η < 6.5. The CMS and TOTEM data
are shown by filled squares and filled triangles respectively.

partons, as shown schematically on the right-hand side
(rhs) of Fig. 3. Further cascading of these partons
“dresses” them with low x parton clouds. As the over-
all parton multiplicity in the central rapidity region
is roughly proportional to the number of initial con-
stituent partons, stronger multiple scattering is typi-
cally associated with larger Fock states. Thus, there
is a strong long-range correlation between central and
forward particle production; higher multiplicity in the
central region reflects stronger multiple scattering. In
turn, this implies that bigger numbers of large x con-
stituent partons are involved in the process, which has
a strong impact on forward hadron spectra.
This naturally leads to a substantial energy-rise of

the inelasticity, which is clearly seen in Fig. 4 for
QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC. The reason for this
rise is twofold. First, for any given Fock state, in-
creasing multiple scattering implies that bigger num-
bers of large x constituent partons are involved in the
interaction, thus leaving smaller fractions of the initial
proton momentum for spectator partons which finally
form the leading nucleons. Additionally, Fock states
with bigger and bigger numbers of large x constituent
partons come into play. Momentum sharing between
these partons results in a smaller fraction of the initial
proton momentum, possessed by each parton, which
thus enhances the energy loss of the leading nucleons.
The minijet approach of the SIBYLL model is al-

ready disfavored by recent combined measurements by
the CMS and TOTEM experiments of the pseudora-
pidity η density dnch

pp/dη of produced charged hadrons
in pp collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV [18]. As one can see

in Fig. 5, dnch
pp/dη predicted by SIBYLL-2.3 steeply

falls down at large η, which reflects the quick decrease
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represent the power law models used as the parametrization of the primary cosmic-ray flux for this work. Data compilation
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sources [36].

In order to have a description of the expected atmo-
spheric neutrino flux arising from cosmic-ray interactions
in the Earth’s atmosphere, a careful parametrization of
the cosmic-ray composition is necessary. Some of the
previous Monte-Carlo calculations reached neutrino en-
ergies up to 10 TeV e.g. Barr et al. [37] who uses a pri-
mary spectrum from Agrawal et al. [38] or Honda et al.
[39] who use BESS [40] and AMS [12] cosmic-ray data.
Analytical calculations above the PeV region were per-
formed by Sinegovsky et al. [41]. In particular the lat-
ter uses the model of the cosmic-ray spectrum following
Zatsepin and Sokolskaya [42] (ZS), who assumed three
classes of Galactic sources. The first source class is the
explosion of Supernovae into the interstellar medium, the
second class is motivated by the explosion of supermas-
sive stars into the local super-bubble and the third class
explains the flux of nuclei below 300 GeV by Nova ex-
plosions. The ZS model provides a smooth transition
from the all-particle spectrum measured in the direct ex-
periments to that measured with extensive air showers,
and it is compatible with the all-particle spectrum by
KASCADE [27] and GAMMA [43]. All considered mod-
els with a (rigidity-dependent) knee are motivated by
the fact that both acceleration and propagation in mod-
els involving collisionless di↵usion in magnetized plas-
mas lead to the expectation of a rigidity-dependent cut-
o↵ for each individual component with a particle charge
Z, Ecut,Z / Z [44–48]. This can explain the steepen-
ing of the spectrum around the knee and can be taken

into account in the modeling of the cosmic-ray spectrum
using a smoothed power law function as summarized in
e.g. [45, 49]. To e↵ectively describe the all-particle spec-
trum of cosmic-rays, five di↵erent primary mass groups,
namely H, He, CNO, Mg-Si and Fe, are usually used to
obtain a realistic representation, see e.g. [50, 51]. The in-
dividual spectra of the five components are summed up
to get the all-particle spectrum. Recently, the PAMELA
Collaboration has provided a new set of parameters for
the proton and helium components of the first and third
source class of the ZS model. These parameters are de-
rived through a fit to their data [13]. The agreement to
the data is significantly improved, thus in the following
we use these updated parameters and refer to the model
as (ZS/PAMELA).

The poly-gonato model [45, 49] describes the individ-
ual mass spectra up to the knee region fairly well, nev-
ertheless the relatively steep dependence above the knee
is not in agreement with the all-particle spectrum obser-
vations above about 1017 eV. Primary particles in this
energy range contribute to the production of leptons in
extensive air showers in the 100 TeV to PeV region. It is
still disputed whether at this energy extragalactic cosmic-
rays can be considered as valid source class, or if a second
Galactic component contributes to the primary spectrum
between the knee and the ankle. In Hillas [52] it is sug-
gested that the primary cosmic-ray spectrum is composed
of three populations. The first population is associated
to particles accelerated in Supernova Remnants with the
knee indicating the cuto↵. The second population (the

A. Fedynitch, J. B. Tjus and P. Desiati, 
Phys. Rev. D86:114024, 2012
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FIG. 1:
√
s-dependence of the total, inelastic, and elastic

pp cross sections, as calculated using the QGSJET-II-04
[6], EPOS-LHC [4], SIBYLL-2.3 [8], and QGSJET [10]
models (solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted lines re-
spectively). Experimental data are from Refs. [12–14].

and the very initial conditions for the parton cascades.
Therefore, new experimental data corresponding to a
different energy or kinematic range are very valuable
for tuning the parameters of such phenomenological
models and, more importantly, for discriminating in-
valid theoretical solutions.
In what concerns cosmic ray interaction models, the

most important results of Run 1 of the LHC have been
precise measurements of the total and elastic proton-
proton cross sections by the TOTEM and ATLAS ex-
periments [12, 13]. Apart from reducing drastically
the differences between the respective model predic-
tions in the limit of ultra-high energies, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, those experimental results constrained a
number of key parameters of the models, which impact
many other model predictions, e.g. for secondary par-
ticle production. While measurements of secondary
particle production at the central rapidity region by
the ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS experiments at the
LHC have not revealed any serious deficiencies of CR
interaction models [11], the corresponding experimen-
tal results contributed to fine-tuning of model param-
eters. And the new model versions appeared to be in
a reasonably good agreement with experimental data
from LHC Run 2 on soft particle production [15–17].
Yet the models diverge considerably in their predic-

tions for EAS properties, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for
the particular case of Xmax. It is thus highly desirable
to reveal the reasons for those differences and to find
ways to further constrain model predictions or, even
better, to refute some model approaches. In partic-
ular, one may hope to gain insight into the problem,
based on measurements of forward hadron spectra by
the TOTEM and LHCf experiments at the LHC, since
the corresponding results proved to be a challenge for
most of the present Monte Carlo generators [18–20].
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FIG. 2: Primary energy dependence of the average shower
maximum depth for proton- and iron-initiated vertical
EAS, as calculated using the QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC,
SIBYLL-2.3, and QGSJET models (solid, dashed, dash-
dotted, and dotted lines respectively).

III. IMPACT OF CONSTITUENT PARTON
FOCK STATES

Let us start with SIBYLL-2.3 which predicts the
largest values for Xmax and for the shower elonga-
tion rate between all the considered models, as one
can see in Fig. 2. This appears to be related to the
very basic model assumptions concerning the struc-
ture of constituent parton Fock states in hadrons, i.e.
for the above-mentioned initial conditions for parton
cascades, as discussed in more detail in Ref. [21]. Like
most of the hadronic event generators used in the col-
lider field, the SIBYLL model is based on the “mini-
jet” approach which corresponds implicitly to the pic-
ture shown schematically on the left-hand side (lhs)
of Fig. 3. At large Feynman x, one starts from the
same universal parton Fock state. Additional partons
(sea quarks or gluons) giving rise to new branches of
the parton cascade, which take part in the multiple
scattering processes, result from the evolution of the
parton density corresponding to this initial state and
their momentum fractions are distributed as ∝ 1/x
in the very high energy limit. Such a picture reflects
itself in the hadron production pattern predicted by
the model: Multiple scattering affects mostly central
particle production, while having a weak influence of
forward hadron spectra. Indeed, the latter are formed
by the hadronization of partons emerging from the
initial part of the underlying parton cascade, which
starts from the same initial conditions and covers a
short rapidity interval, being thus weakly dependent
on the further development of the cascade.

A direct consequence of the above-discussed ap-
proach is a weak energy dependence of the inelasticity
K inel, i.e. the relative energy loss of leading nucleons,
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FIG. 3: Schematic view of the initial part of the parton
cascade in the proton. Left: the cascade starts from the
same universal parton Fock state; new partons partici-
pating in multiple scattering processes emerge from the
cascade development, being characterized by ∝ 1/x dis-
tributions for the momentum fraction. Right: the proton
is represented by a superposition of Fock states consisting
of different numbers of large x constituent partons; the
more abundant multiple scattering the larger Fock states
involved in the process.

in proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions. With
increasing energy, one obtains a significant enhance-
ment of secondary particle production in the central
rapidity region only, which has a weak impact on the
energy loss of leading nucleons. As one can see in
Fig. 4, the energy dependence of K inel

pp is indeed al-
most flat for SIBYLL-2.3. In turn, a slower energy-
rise of the inelasticity implies a larger EAS elongation
rate and a larger Xmax at sufficiently high energies
(see, e.g. Ref. [22]), as we observed indeed in Fig. 2.

In the alternative approach, implemented in the
EPOS and QGSJET(-II) models, a proton is repre-
sented by a superposition of a number of Fock states
containing different numbers of large x constituent
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FIG. 4: Energy dependence of the inelasticity of leading
nucleons in pp collisions, as calculated using the QGSJET-
II-04, EPOS-LHC, and SIBYLL-2.3 models (solid, dashed,
and dash-dotted lines respectively).
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FIG. 5: dnch
pp/dη for pp collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV, as calcu-

lated using the QGSJET-II-04, EPOS-LHC, and SIBYLL-
2.3 models (solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines respec-
tively) for the nondiffractive event selection of TOTEM:
at least one charged hadron produced both at −6.5 < η <
−5.3 and at 5.3 < η < 6.5. The CMS and TOTEM data
are shown by filled squares and filled triangles respectively.

partons, as shown schematically on the right-hand side
(rhs) of Fig. 3. Further cascading of these partons
“dresses” them with low x parton clouds. As the over-
all parton multiplicity in the central rapidity region
is roughly proportional to the number of initial con-
stituent partons, stronger multiple scattering is typi-
cally associated with larger Fock states. Thus, there
is a strong long-range correlation between central and
forward particle production; higher multiplicity in the
central region reflects stronger multiple scattering. In
turn, this implies that bigger numbers of large x con-
stituent partons are involved in the process, which has
a strong impact on forward hadron spectra.
This naturally leads to a substantial energy-rise of

the inelasticity, which is clearly seen in Fig. 4 for
QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC. The reason for this
rise is twofold. First, for any given Fock state, in-
creasing multiple scattering implies that bigger num-
bers of large x constituent partons are involved in the
interaction, thus leaving smaller fractions of the initial
proton momentum for spectator partons which finally
form the leading nucleons. Additionally, Fock states
with bigger and bigger numbers of large x constituent
partons come into play. Momentum sharing between
these partons results in a smaller fraction of the initial
proton momentum, possessed by each parton, which
thus enhances the energy loss of the leading nucleons.
The minijet approach of the SIBYLL model is al-

ready disfavored by recent combined measurements by
the CMS and TOTEM experiments of the pseudora-
pidity η density dnch

pp/dη of produced charged hadrons
in pp collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV [18]. As one can see

in Fig. 5, dnch
pp/dη predicted by SIBYLL-2.3 steeply

falls down at large η, which reflects the quick decrease
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bottom pane shows the full energy range for muon and elec-
tron neutrinos, calculated using the cHGp model and com-
pared to calculations by [41], [39], [37] and our cascade equa-
tion approximation (CE).

suming di↵erent primary spectra and compositions for
the primary cosmic-ray flux with respect to a baseline
spectrum. To emphasize the di↵erences of this calcu-
lation in connection with previously published primary
cosmic-ray flux models, we have selected GH (2002) as
the baseline. The results are similar for qgsjet-01c.
The shape of these curves does not change when using
sibyll-2.1, but the features are shifted roughly a factor
⇠ 2 towards higher energies in the case of muon neutri-
nos and a factor of ⇠ 4 in case of muons, i.e. the ratio
�µ(M = cHGp)/�µ(M = GH) crosses unity at 800 TeV
instead of 200 TeV.

The poly-gonato model yields the lowest flux, falling
below all other models above 500 GeV. This model is
designed with the goal to describe the cosmic-ray flux
below the knee and at the knee. Above, the spectrum is
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to steep and does not agree with data (see Fig. 1). It is
therefore not suited to accurately describe e↵ect of the
knee on atmospheric leptons.

The Zatsepin-Sokolskaya (PAMELA parameters)
model agrees with several indirect measurements at
energies close to the knee and with direct PAMELA
measurements in the proton and helium component.
Using this model the lepton fluxes show a significant
kink at tens of TeV, originating from the transition
of the first (SN) to the second (SN into super-bubble)
source class. This transition leads to a variation of the
lepton fluxes in the order of 20 - 30%.

The two Hillas-Gaisser models (cHGp and cHGm) in-
corporate the hardest spectrum, and thus lead to the
highest fluxes at lepton energies above several TeV. The
hypothetic second Galactic component plays an impor-
tant role at the knee, being the source of atmospheric lep-

A. Fedynitch, J. B. Tjus and P. Desiati, 
Phys. Rev. D86:114024, 2012
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Figure 13. Neutrino and anti-neutrino cross-sections on isoscalar targets for CC and NC scattering
according to HERAPDF1.5.

6 Conclusions

We find that the predictions of high energy neutrino DIS cross-sections from the central

values of HERAPDF1.5, CT10 and MSTW2008 PDFs are very similar. However the

predictions for the uncertainties (deriving from the uncertainties on the input PDFs) differ

quite strongly. In fact PDF uncertainties derive from the input assumptions as well as

from the input experimental data. If we exclude error sets which either lead to too steep

a rise in the cross-section, or allow the low x gluon to be negative at low Q2, then we find

that the uncertainty estimates of HERAPDF1.5 and CT10 — both of which use the most

up-to-date, accurate HERA data — are remarkably consistent.

Our results for the high energy neutrino and antineutrino CC and NC DIS cross-

sections and their uncertainties using HERAPDF1.5 at NLO are shown in figure 13. The

general trend of the uncertainties can be understood by noting that as one moves to higher

neutrino energy one also moves to lower x where the PDF uncertainties are increasing. The

PDF uncertainties are smallest at 10−2 ! x ! 10−1, corresponding to s ∼ 105 GeV2. Mov-

ing to smaller neutrino energies brings us into the high x region where PDF uncertainties

increase again. This effect is greater for the HERAPDF1.5 because the HERA data have

less statistics at high x than the fixed target data which are included in CT10; however

these data have further uncertainties that are not fully accounted for in CT10, e.g. heavy

target corrections, deuterium corrections and assumptions regarding higher twist effects.

When the high x region becomes important the neutrino and antineutrino cross-sections

are different because the valence contribution to xF3 is now significant. This is seen in

figure 13, as is the onset of the linear dependence of the cross-sections for s < M2
W . Note

that our predictions are made for Q2 > 1GeV2 since perturbative QCD cannot sensibly be

used at lower values. Moreover for s below ∼ 100 GeV2, there can be contributions to the

cross-section of O(10%) from even lower values of Q2 which are not accounted for here;

hence we do not show results for Eν below 50 GeV where there are other contributions to

the neutrino cross-section and the use of a code such as GENIE [64] is appropriate. For

higher energies, we intend to upgrade ANIS [62] to use the HERAPDF1.5 (differential)

cross-sections. Meanwhile we have provided the total DIS cross-sections for CC and NC

scattering of neutrinos and antineutrinos on isoscalar targets in tables 1 and 2 and recom-
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Earth model 

Figure 1 | Zenith angular distribution of the atmospheric muon
neutrino events in the IC86 sample. a, Schematic representation
of the Earth subdivided in the five concentric layers used in this
work. Some representative neutrino trajectories and their associated
zenith angles, ✓z , with respect to the IceCube detector are also in-
dicated. b, Number of atmospheric up-going muon neutrino events
collected in the first year of IceCube data-taking as a function of the

cosine of the zenith angle ✓recz for different reconstructed muon en-
ergy thresholds. The uppermost curve shows the zenith distribution
for the entire IC86 sample (that is, 20145 muons in the energy range
400 GeV . Erec

µ . 20 TeV) and the lowermost curve corresponds
to the highest threshold in this plot, Erec

µ > 2.5 TeV. Up-going neu-
trinos correspond to cos ✓recz = �1. For all the data points the error
bars represent one standard statistical deviation.

of 343.7 days 8 (a preliminary attempt using IceCube data with very98

limited event statistics was presented in 2012 20). These muons are99

produced by up-going neutrinos and antineutrinos which, after cross-100

ing the Earth, interact via charged-current processes in the bedrock or101

ice surrounding the detector. While propagating inside the detector at a102

speed higher than the speed of light in ice, these muons emit Cherenkov103

light, which is detected by the digital optical modules of the IceCube104

array. Details about the data sample and the modeling of the predicted105

event rate are provided in Methods.106

The energy and zenith distributions of the IC86 sample are shown107

in Fig. 1b. Since the atmospheric neutrino spectrum is a steeply falling108

function of the energy and, for the lowest energies, the neutrino absorp-109

tion length is much larger than the Earth’s diameter, most of the neu-110

trinos in the sample do not undergo significant absorption. Therefore,111

the distribution of the full sample is very similar to the atmospheric112

neutrino distribution at the Earth’s surface, which is more peaked to-113

wards the horizon 1. For higher energies, however, the observed event114

spectrum corresponding to up-going neutrinos with the longest trajec-115

tories through the Earth (cos ✓recz ⇠ �1) is suppressed with respect116

to the zenith-symmetric flux corresponding to down-going neutrinos117

that only propagate a few tens of kilometers without crossing the Earth118

(cos ✓recz ⇠ 1). The effect is more pronounced for neutrinos with119

higher energies and for those with longer propagation paths in the120

Earth, as they have a larger probability of interaction. Hence, by study-121

ing the zenith and energy distributions of the atmospheric neutrino flux122

and by comparing them with the flux without attenuation, information123

on the Earth’s density profile can be extracted. All events are useful,124

though: the events with the lowest energies or more horizontal trajec-125

tories serve us to fix the overall normalization and zenith distribution126

of the unattenuated atmospheric neutrino flux.127

To illustrate how to remove the intrinsic zenith dependence on the 128

atmospheric neutrino flux when comparing with the observed data, we 129

depict the ratio of the observed number of events to the expected one 130

in the case of no absorption, Ndata/Nno att, as a function of the zenith 131

angle. If all energies in the IC86 sample are considered (Fig. 2a), statis- 132

tics is dominated by the low-energy events and the maximum observed 133

suppression is at the 10% level or below. For events with energies 134

above 5 TeV (Fig. 2b), however, the suppression in some of the most 135

vertical angular bins (cos ✓recz < �0.6) is up to 50%. For all energies, 136

the suppression is larger for more vertical trajectories, which imply a 137

longer propagation path. As an indication, we also show the expecta- 138

tions for the central value and the 1� statistical error of this ratio using 139

the one-dimensional Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) 21. 140

We have parametrized the Earth’s density with a one-dimensional 141

five-layer profile with constant density in each of the layers (Fig. 1a). 142

One of the edges is chosen at the core-mantle boundary and another 143

one at the inner core-outer core boundary, so that we select three layers 144

in the core (one for the inner core and two for the outer core) and two 145

layers in the mantle. We have checked that, with this number of layers, 146

current data are not yet sensitive to the particular profile within a given 147

layer (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 and Supplementary Tab. 1) 148

and, therefore, there is no expected gain when using more layers or 149

a more realistic density profile. We fit the average density of each of 150

the layers, which is allowed to vary freely, and obtain our main result, 151

the first one-dimensional Earth’s density profile measured by means of 152

weak interactions (Fig. 3). With one-year statistics the uncertainties 153

are large but, yet, compatible with results from geophysical methods 154

within 68% credible interval. Notice that these results are obtained 155

from one-dimensional marginalized posterior probability distributions 156

and correlations among all the parameters in the fit (five densities and 157

2

5 spherical layers: 
1  for the inner core 
2  for the outer core 
2  for the mantle

C. Argüelles, J. Salvado and C. Weaver, https://github.com/arguelles/nuSQuIDS
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Figure 13. Neutrino and anti-neutrino cross-sections on isoscalar targets for CC and NC scattering
according to HERAPDF1.5.

6 Conclusions

We find that the predictions of high energy neutrino DIS cross-sections from the central

values of HERAPDF1.5, CT10 and MSTW2008 PDFs are very similar. However the

predictions for the uncertainties (deriving from the uncertainties on the input PDFs) differ

quite strongly. In fact PDF uncertainties derive from the input assumptions as well as

from the input experimental data. If we exclude error sets which either lead to too steep

a rise in the cross-section, or allow the low x gluon to be negative at low Q2, then we find

that the uncertainty estimates of HERAPDF1.5 and CT10 — both of which use the most

up-to-date, accurate HERA data — are remarkably consistent.

Our results for the high energy neutrino and antineutrino CC and NC DIS cross-

sections and their uncertainties using HERAPDF1.5 at NLO are shown in figure 13. The

general trend of the uncertainties can be understood by noting that as one moves to higher

neutrino energy one also moves to lower x where the PDF uncertainties are increasing. The

PDF uncertainties are smallest at 10−2 ! x ! 10−1, corresponding to s ∼ 105 GeV2. Mov-

ing to smaller neutrino energies brings us into the high x region where PDF uncertainties

increase again. This effect is greater for the HERAPDF1.5 because the HERA data have

less statistics at high x than the fixed target data which are included in CT10; however

these data have further uncertainties that are not fully accounted for in CT10, e.g. heavy

target corrections, deuterium corrections and assumptions regarding higher twist effects.

When the high x region becomes important the neutrino and antineutrino cross-sections

are different because the valence contribution to xF3 is now significant. This is seen in

figure 13, as is the onset of the linear dependence of the cross-sections for s < M2
W . Note

that our predictions are made for Q2 > 1GeV2 since perturbative QCD cannot sensibly be

used at lower values. Moreover for s below ∼ 100 GeV2, there can be contributions to the

cross-section of O(10%) from even lower values of Q2 which are not accounted for here;

hence we do not show results for Eν below 50 GeV where there are other contributions to

the neutrino cross-section and the use of a code such as GENIE [64] is appropriate. For

higher energies, we intend to upgrade ANIS [62] to use the HERAPDF1.5 (differential)

cross-sections. Meanwhile we have provided the total DIS cross-sections for CC and NC

scattering of neutrinos and antineutrinos on isoscalar targets in tables 1 and 2 and recom-
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Analysis ingredients

Detector simulation 

We  map  Eν   and  θν   to  Erec  and  θrec  using  the  official  IceCube  Monte  Carlo
Supplementary Methods and Tables – S4

mostly for safety against contamination unforeseen
due to the limited simulation statistics used in de-
veloping the selection.

Suppl. Tab. I shows the overall results of the data se-
lection process. Background from cosmic ray air showers
is reduced by a factor of approximately 5.8⇥107 so that it
makes up only about 0.1% of the final data, while 23.8%
of the neutrinos from a hypothetical E�2 flux which trig-
ger the detector are expected to be retained.

ENERGY ESTIMATION

The main power in this analysis to distinguish the sig-
nature of astrophysical neutrinos from the background of
atmospheric neutrinos is in the di↵erent energy spectra
of these fluxes. However, the neutrino energies cannot
be measured directly, so in this work the energies of the
muons produced by the neutrinos are reconstructed, us-
ing the fact that the average energy loss rate of high
energy muons is proportional to the muon energy. Fur-
thermore, since the muon tracks are not required to be-
gin within the instrumented volume of the detector, the
energy of the muon on arrival to the detector may be ar-
bitrarily much smaller than its initial energy. These facts
considerably limit the amount of information which can
be extracted about the energies of the neutrinos them-
selves.

In addition, the extracted energy information is also
limited by the practical capabilities of the muon energy
reconstruction. The energy reconstruction is selected so
that the computed proxy has the highest possible res-
olution (among currently available methods), but it is
not necessarily unbiased and it does not have a one-to-
one relationship to true muon energies. While an ideal
reconstruction would have a one-to-one mapping to the
true physical parameter, fluctuations such as the num-
ber and size of stochastic energy losses, and variations
of the position of the muon track within the detector
make this impossible to realize. Bias of the estimator
can be avoided, or at least largely removed by calibra-
tion, but this serves no purpose in the context of the
forward-folding maximum likelihood fit, since as long as
the proxy is related on average to the true parameter by a
monotonic function, the particular choice of this function
simply alters the experimental data distribution and the
simulated template distributions in the same way, and so
cancels out of the likelihood. In addition, it is not pos-
sible to carry out a calibration procedure fully correctly
a priori, since the relationship between the true param-
eters and the reconstructed proxy depends on the true
neutrino energy spectrum.

While calibration of the energy proxy is not relevant
for the maximum likelihood fit, the relationship of the
energy proxy to the relevant physical energies is of gen-
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(a) Distribution of energy proxy values arising from
di↵erent true muon energies.
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(b) Distribution of energy proxy values arising from
di↵erent true neutrino energies.

SUPPL. FIG. 4. Each column in the figure has been indepen-
dently normalized to form a PDF of possible true parameter
values. The best fit result with an E�2.2 astrophysical flux
has been assumed. Fluctuations and missing data at the edges
of the distributions are due to limited simulation statistics.

eral interest, and can be explored using the results of
the fit. Suppl. Fig. 4 shows the results of weighting
a set of simulated neutrino events to the best-fit spec-
trum produced by the fit and plotting the distributions
of the muon energy proxy against the true muon energy
at the point of closest approach to the detector center
and the true primary neutrino energy. Each bin in the
energy proxy has been independently normalized, elimi-
nating the influence of the neutrino energy spectrum on
the distribution of the proxy, making clear the proba-
bility of a proxy value arising from each possible true
parameter value. The feature which appears at low en-
ergy proxy values (and low true particle energy values)
is characteristic of the transition to the low muon energy
region, where energy loss is dominated by ionization and
varies less strongly with energy, from the high muon en-
ergy region in which stochastic losses dominate and the
energy loss rate varies more rapidly with energy. For
energy proxy values larger than ⇠ 104 the most proba-
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di↵erent true neutrino energies.

SUPPL. FIG. 4. Each column in the figure has been indepen-
dently normalized to form a PDF of possible true parameter
values. The best fit result with an E�2.2 astrophysical flux
has been assumed. Fluctuations and missing data at the edges
of the distributions are due to limited simulation statistics.

eral interest, and can be explored using the results of
the fit. Suppl. Fig. 4 shows the results of weighting
a set of simulated neutrino events to the best-fit spec-
trum produced by the fit and plotting the distributions
of the muon energy proxy against the true muon energy
at the point of closest approach to the detector center
and the true primary neutrino energy. Each bin in the
energy proxy has been independently normalized, elimi-
nating the influence of the neutrino energy spectrum on
the distribution of the proxy, making clear the proba-
bility of a proxy value arising from each possible true
parameter value. The feature which appears at low en-
ergy proxy values (and low true particle energy values)
is characteristic of the transition to the low muon energy
region, where energy loss is dominated by ionization and
varies less strongly with energy, from the high muon en-
ergy region in which stochastic losses dominate and the
energy loss rate varies more rapidly with energy. For
energy proxy values larger than ⇠ 104 the most proba-

https://icecube.wisc.edu/science/data/IC86-sterile-neutrino

M. G. Aartsen et al. [IceCube Collaboration], Phys. Rev. Lett. 115:081102, 2015

σ log Eµ /GeV( ) ∼ 0.5 σ cos θ( ) ∼ 0.005- 0.015

Publicly available!
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Statistical analysis
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We use MultiNest for parameter inference
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F. Feroz and M. Robson, https://github.com/farhanferoz/MultiNest
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Optical properties 
of ice not included!
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Is the Earth there?

Figure 2 | Ratio of the number of observed events in the IC86
sample to the number of expected events without including Earth
attenuation. a, Zenith distribution of the ratio, including all events
in the IC86 sample. b, Zenith distribution of the ratio, but only con-
sidering events with a minimum reconstructed muon energy of 5 TeV.

In both panels, the solid blue line represents the expectation using
the PREM 21 for the density profile, with its statistical expected error
(one standard deviation) represented by the blue band. For all the data
points the error bars also represent one standard statistical deviation.

Figure 3 | Fit of the density profile of the Earth with IC86 data.
We assume the Earth is divided into five concentric layers of constant
density. The red curve represents the PREM density profile. Error bars
represent 68% credible intervals (highest one-dimensional marginal-
ized posterior density intervals) and the points with the highest one-
dimensional marginalized posterior density are indicated by dots.

four nuisance parameters) are not shown here. They give, therefore, a158

conservative representation of allowed ranges for the density of indi-159

vidual layers. For the interested reader, technical details regarding the160

fit procedure are given in Methods.161

From the results of the fit, we compute the mass of the Earth as162

weighted by neutrinos and obtain M⌫
� =

�
6.0+1.6

�1.3

�
⇥10

24 kg (Fig. 4a),163

to be compared to the most precise gravitational measurement up to164

date, Mgrav
� = (5.9722± 0.0006) ⇥ 10

24 kg 22, 23. Clearly, albeit165

within large uncertainties, both results are in very good agreement.166

We can also estimate the mass of the Earth’s core, a parameter that 167

may be useful (as soon as statistical errors will decrease) as an input 168

for geophysical measurements of the Earth’s density profile. The result 169

for this quantity is M⌫
core =

�
2.72+0.97

�0.89

�
⇥ 10

24 kg, which is slightly 170

larger than the result from geophysical density models, that estimate 171

the mass of the core to be ⇠ 33% of the total mass of the Earth (see 172

Fig. 4b). 173

From our measurement of the one-dimensional density profile we 174

can determine the Earth’s moment of inertia, for which we get I⌫� = 175

(6.9± 2.4) ⇥ 10
37 kg m2 (Fig. 4c), in agreement with the current 176

(gravitationally inferred) measurement of the mean moment of inertia, 177

Igrav� = (8.01736± 0.00097) ⇥ 10
37 kg m2 24. The smaller moment 178

of inertia from neutrino data, as compared to gravitational measure- 179

ments, implies a central value with a larger departure from homogene- 180

ity, as shown in Fig. 4c (even though they are fully compatible between 181

each other due to the yet large uncertainties). 182

Another piece of information regarding the Earth’s interior that we 183

can extract from the currently available data is to detect that the core 184

is denser than the mantle. Notice that, implicitly, this is a strong as- 185

sessment in favor of a non-homogeneous Earth (something that was 186

expected to be possible to proof at 3� after ten years of IceCube 187

data 3 and seems to be already established at more than 2� just us- 188

ing IC86 alone). We determine the difference between the average 189

density within the two layers we divide the mantle into, ⇢̄mantle, and 190

the average density within the three layers corresponding to the core, 191

⇢̄core. The result for this difference, measured by weak interactions, 192

is (⇢̄⌫core � ⇢̄⌫mantle) = 13.1+5.8
�6.3 g/cm3 (Fig. 4d). From this result, a 193

denser Earth’s mantle has a p�value of 0.011 for our default model of 194

the atmospheric neutrino flux. 195

As a test of consistency and as a matter of accounting for further 196

systematic uncertainties, all observables have also been computed for 197

other atmospheric neutrino fluxes, as well as using different modeling 198

of the inner structure of the Earth. In all cases, the results are com- 199

patible with the ones presented here (Supplementary Figs. 1 – 4 and 200

Supplementary Tab. 1). 201

At high enough energies (few TeV), the passing of neutrinos 202

3
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Figure 2 | Ratio of the number of observed events in the IC86
sample to the number of expected events without including Earth
attenuation. a, Zenith distribution of the ratio, including all events
in the IC86 sample. b, Zenith distribution of the ratio, but only con-
sidering events with a minimum reconstructed muon energy of 5 TeV.

In both panels, the solid blue line represents the expectation using
the PREM 21 for the density profile, with its statistical expected error
(one standard deviation) represented by the blue band. For all the data
points the error bars also represent one standard statistical deviation.

Figure 3 | Fit of the density profile of the Earth with IC86 data.
We assume the Earth is divided into five concentric layers of constant
density. The red curve represents the PREM density profile. Error bars
represent 68% credible intervals (highest one-dimensional marginal-
ized posterior density intervals) and the points with the highest one-
dimensional marginalized posterior density are indicated by dots.
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Cosmic-ray interactions with the atmosphere produce a flux 
of neutrinos in all directions with energies extending above 
the TeV scale1. The Earth is not a fully transparent medium 
for neutrinos with energies above a few TeV, as the neutrino–
nucleon cross-section is large enough to make the absorp-
tion probability non-negligible2. Since absorption depends 
on energy and distance travelled, studying the distribution 
of the TeV atmospheric neutrinos passing through the Earth 
offers an opportunity to infer its density profile3–7. This has 
never been done, however, due to the lack of relevant data. 
Here we perform a neutrino-based tomography of the Earth 
using actual data—one-year of through-going muon atmo-
spheric neutrino data collected by the IceCube telescope8. 
Using only weak interactions, in a way that is completely inde-
pendent of gravitational measurements, we are able to deter-
mine the mass of the Earth and its core, its moment of inertia, 
and to establish that the core is denser than the mantle. Our 
results demonstrate the feasibility of this approach to study 
the Earth’s internal structure, which is complementary to 
traditional geophysics methods. Neutrino tomography could 
become more competitive as soon as more statistics is avail-
able, provided that the sources of systematic uncertainties 
are fully under control.

A reliable estimate of the density profile of the Earth is essential 
to solve a number of important problems in geophysics, such as the 
dynamics of the core and mantle, the mechanism of the geomag-
netic dynamo or the bulk composition of the Earth9. Most of our 
knowledge about the internal structure of the Earth and the physi-
cal properties of its different layers comes from geophysics and, in 
particular, from seismological data. Moreover, information from 
geodesy, geomagnetic and geodynamical data, solid state theory and 
high-temperature/pressure experimental results is also used.

The determination of the density distribution of the Earth from 
the bulk sound velocity of seismic waves in combination with 
normal modes is a well-established method with statistical uncer-
tainties in the lower mantle and the outer core at the percent level 
and below for 250–300 km resolving intervals, with larger errors 
as radial resolution increases10,11. The reconstruction of a three-
dimensional profile is, however, a very demanding nonlinear 
inversion problem of different seismic data10–12. Moreover, as wave 
velocities also depend on composition, temperature, pressure and 
elastic properties, this necessarily introduces uncertainties in the 
density estimate. Most studies of Earth’s radial structure are based 
on empirical relations between seismic wave velocities and density, 
such as Birch’s law, which may fail at the higher densities of Earth’s 
core, and the Adams–Williamson equation13. A good understand-
ing of the Earth’s interior, aiming at simultaneously determining 
the density variations and the origin of such waves in terms of tem-
perature and composition variations, cannot be done from seismic 
velocity variations alone, and another, independent piece of infor-
mation is needed. Therefore, a precise modelling of the different 

layer compositions which are crossed by seismic waves is required. 
Even though several million earthquakes occur in the Earth every 
year, only of the order of hundred of them have magnitudes larger 
than 6 (ref. 14). Most of them do not occur on the surface, and the 
origin of the wave must be inferred by comparing time delays from 
different seismographs. Finally, only a small fraction of the reg-
istered seismic waves cross the Earth’s core. For all these reasons, 
using other complementary and independent methods to infer the 
density profile of the Earth is important.

Neutrinos can be used to study the Earth’s interior in several 
ways. First, experiments such as KamLAND and Borexino are cur-
rently measuring the so-called geo-neutrino flux (that is, neutrinos 
produced by the decay of radioactive elements in the Earth’s inte-
rior15,16), which provides information that can be used to under-
stand its composition. On the other hand, a good knowledge of 
neutrino propagation through the Earth may give relevant informa-
tion about the Earth’s density profile. Neutrino propagation does, 
indeed, depend on the details of the matter structure between the 
source and the detector. For neutrinos with energies below 1 TeV, 
the matter profile affects the neutrino oscillation pattern, whereas 
for neutrinos with energies in the multi-TeV range, the neutrino 
flux observed at the detector depends on the number of nucleons 
along its path, as neutrinos can undergo inelastic scattering and  
become absorbed17. Indeed, the idea of performing absorption radi-
ographies of the Earth with neutrinos dates back to more than four 
decades ago. To our knowledge, the first mention of this possibility 
was advanced in an unpublished CERN preprint in October 1973 
by Placci and Zavattini18 and by Volkova and Zatsepin in a talk in  
197419, considering man-made neutrinos. The idea of combin-
ing Earth’s neutrino radiographies (that is, performing a neutrino 
tomography) is based on studying the attenuation of neutrinos cross-
ing the Earth from different angles with respect to the position of the 
detector. The column depth traversed by a neutrino that has passed 
through the entire Earth’s diameter is 11 kton cm−2 (1.1 ×  1010 cm  
water equivalent). For neutrinos with an energy of ~40 TeV, the 
absorption length in the Earth becomes comparable to its diam-
eter, σ ~−

⊕n R( ) 21 , where n is the average nucleon number density, 
σ the neutrino–nucleon total cross-section and R⊕ =  6,371 km the 
mean radius of the Earth. Therefore, for few-TeV neutrinos there 
is a non-negligible probability for the incoming neutrino flux to be 
suppressed, e−nσL <  1, where θ= ⊕L R2 cos z is the path length in the 
Earth as a function of the zenith angle θz (Fig. 1a).

Atmospheric neutrinos offer a large range of baselines (from a 
few to thousands of kilometres) and energies (from MeV to tens of 
TeV), with an energy spectrum that falls as ~E−3.7. Therefore, they 
represent a suitable source for neutrino tomography. Although neu-
trino interactions are rare, with the operation of kilometre-cube 
detectors such as IceCube, a large event sample can be harvested. In 
this work we use the publicly available IceCube one-year up-going 
muon sample, collected during 2011–2012 and referred to as IC86 
(IceCube 86-string configuration), which contains 20,145 muons 
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Figure 4 | Earth measurements from neutrino tomography. a,
Posterior probability for the Earth’s mass (black solid curve) com-
pared with its gravitational measurement, Mgrav

� (red dashed line).
b, Posterior probability for the mass of the Earth’s core (black solid
curve) compared with the PREM estimate, MPREM

core (red dashed line).
c, Posterior probability for the Earth’s mean moment of inertia (black
solid curve) compared with its gravitational measurement, Igrav� (red

dashed line). The value for the moment of inertia corresponding to a
homogeneous Earth (0.4Mgrav

� R2
�), assuming the gravitational mass

determination, is also shown (thin pink solid line). d, Posterior prob-
ability for the difference ⇢̄⌫core � ⇢̄⌫mantle between the average core
density, ⇢̄⌫core, and the average mantle density, ⇢̄⌫mantle. We also in-
dicate the point where ⇢̄⌫core = ⇢̄⌫mantle (thin pink solid line) and the
p�value for a denser mantle (blue region).

through the Earth is sensitive to the number density of nucleons and,203

therefore, this test represents an effective counting of nucleons in the204

Earth. Unlike gravitational methods, the estimation of the Earth’s mass205

with neutrinos relies purely on weak interactions and on the nucleon206

masses. Conceptually, this is a completely different method from grav-207

itational ones. We have shown that, using the publicly available data208

from the IceCube neutrino telescope, this method starts being feasible.209

Future data will significantly improve the measurements presented here210

(we remind the reader that more data already collected by IceCube in211

the same energy range are not yet publicly available in the format re-212

quired to perform this analysis, but hopefully will be released soon),213

including data from the future KM3NeT detector in the Mediterranean214

sea 25. For this reason, we have also estimated the projected sensitivity215

with future IceCube data (Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6).216

As a final comment, it is important to stress that a non-gravitational217

measurement of the Earth mass, as it is the one presented here, could218

also probe that all the matter that contributes to the Earth gravitational219

field is baryonic matter (protons, neutrons and electrons). With current220

neutrino data, however, a small fraction in the form of (non weakly- 221

interacting) dark matter, which would not attenuate the passage of neu- 222

trinos, cannot be yet fully excluded. 223
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Figure 4 | Earth measurements from neutrino tomography. a,
Posterior probability for the Earth’s mass (black solid curve) com-
pared with its gravitational measurement, Mgrav

� (red dashed line).
b, Posterior probability for the mass of the Earth’s core (black solid
curve) compared with the PREM estimate, MPREM

core (red dashed line).
c, Posterior probability for the Earth’s mean moment of inertia (black
solid curve) compared with its gravitational measurement, Igrav� (red

dashed line). The value for the moment of inertia corresponding to a
homogeneous Earth (0.4Mgrav

� R2
�), assuming the gravitational mass

determination, is also shown (thin pink solid line). d, Posterior prob-
ability for the difference ⇢̄⌫core � ⇢̄⌫mantle between the average core
density, ⇢̄⌫core, and the average mantle density, ⇢̄⌫mantle. We also in-
dicate the point where ⇢̄⌫core = ⇢̄⌫mantle (thin pink solid line) and the
p�value for a denser mantle (blue region).
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determination, is also shown (thin pink solid line). d, Posterior prob-
ability for the difference ⇢̄⌫core � ⇢̄⌫mantle between the average core
density, ⇢̄⌫core, and the average mantle density, ⇢̄⌫mantle. We also in-
dicate the point where ⇢̄⌫core = ⇢̄⌫mantle (thin pink solid line) and the
p�value for a denser mantle (blue region).
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Figure 4 | Earth measurements from neutrino tomography. a,
Posterior probability for the Earth’s mass (black solid curve) com-
pared with its gravitational measurement, Mgrav

� (red dashed line).
b, Posterior probability for the mass of the Earth’s core (black solid
curve) compared with the PREM estimate, MPREM

core (red dashed line).
c, Posterior probability for the Earth’s mean moment of inertia (black
solid curve) compared with its gravitational measurement, Igrav� (red

dashed line). The value for the moment of inertia corresponding to a
homogeneous Earth (0.4Mgrav

� R2
�), assuming the gravitational mass

determination, is also shown (thin pink solid line). d, Posterior prob-
ability for the difference ⇢̄⌫core � ⇢̄⌫mantle between the average core
density, ⇢̄⌫core, and the average mantle density, ⇢̄⌫mantle. We also in-
dicate the point where ⇢̄⌫core = ⇢̄⌫mantle (thin pink solid line) and the
p�value for a denser mantle (blue region).
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Figure 4 | Earth measurements from neutrino tomography. a,
Posterior probability for the Earth’s mass (black solid curve) com-
pared with its gravitational measurement, Mgrav

� (red dashed line).
b, Posterior probability for the mass of the Earth’s core (black solid
curve) compared with the PREM estimate, MPREM

core (red dashed line).
c, Posterior probability for the Earth’s mean moment of inertia (black
solid curve) compared with its gravitational measurement, Igrav� (red

dashed line). The value for the moment of inertia corresponding to a
homogeneous Earth (0.4Mgrav

� R2
�), assuming the gravitational mass

determination, is also shown (thin pink solid line). d, Posterior prob-
ability for the difference ⇢̄⌫core � ⇢̄⌫mantle between the average core
density, ⇢̄⌫core, and the average mantle density, ⇢̄⌫mantle. We also in-
dicate the point where ⇢̄⌫core = ⇢̄⌫mantle (thin pink solid line) and the
p�value for a denser mantle (blue region).
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What about the future?  
… Actually the present
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Forecast for 10 years of data

Supplementary Figure 5 | Ten-year forecast versus current results. Posterior 68% and 95% probability contours for the densities of the
five constant-density layers: ⇢1 corresponds to the inner core, ⇢2 and ⇢3 to the equal-thickness layers of the outer core, ⇢4 and ⇢5 to the
equal-thickness layers of the mantle. We compare the results obtained with the current one-year IC86 data assuming a piecewise flat profile (red
contours), with the forecast for 10 years (blue contours). For the forecast analysis, we simulate the future data assuming the PREM density profile
and fit it with a model with five layers following the PREM profile in each layer (but with free normalization), so that the values indicated in the
plots correspond to the central value in each of the layers. In all cases, for the atmospheric neutrino fluxes, we consider the combination of the
Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the Gaisser-Hillas H3a correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the QGSJET-II-04 hadronic-interaction
model. For the forecast, we use the same systematic uncertainties that we have used throughout the paper. However, it is reasonable to think
that they would be improved in the future. The outcome of the forecast is that, whereas with current data the results are dominated by statistical
uncertainties, impressive improvements can be achieved already with a factor of ten larger statistics. The mantle density would be known with
approximately five and ten times better precision for the lower and upper mantle, respectively, while the determination of the core density would
improve by at least a factor of two, both for the inner and the outer core. Finally, note that currently more than seven years of data have already
been collected, although data are not publicly available in the adequate form to perform this kind of analysis. On the rightmost panels, we depict
the one-dimensional marginalized posterior probability distribution of the density of the layer corresponding to each column, normalized such
that the maximum is 1.
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be considered
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What about the future?  
… Actually the present

Supplementary Figure 6 | Ten-year forecast versus current results: density profile. Fitted one-dimensional Earth’s density profile with error
bars representing 68% credible intervals (defined as the highest one-dimensional marginalized posterior density intervals, see Methods) and with
the points with the highest one-dimensional marginalized posterior density indicated by dots. The blue bands and points represent the results
obtained using current one-year (IC86) data and assuming the Earth is divided into five concentric layers of constant density (same as Fig. 3 in
the main text). The red bands and points represent the expected results after ten years of observation. We have simulated the future data assuming
the PREM density profile and fitted it with a model with five layers following the PREM profile in each layer (but with free normalization), so
that the values indicated in the plots correspond to the central value in each of the layers. For the atmospheric neutrino fluxes, we consider the
combination of the Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the Gaisser-Hillas H3a correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the QGSJET-II-04
hadronic-interaction model. The purple curve represents the PREM density profile. Note that these results are obtained from one-dimensional
marginalized posterior probability distributions and, therefore, correlations among all the parameters in the fit (five densities and four nuisance
parameters) cannot be represented here. They give, therefore, a conservative representation of the allowed ranges for the density of individual
layers.
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Forecast for 10 years of data
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Supplementary Figure 6 | Ten-year forecast versus current results: density profile. Fitted one-dimensional Earth’s density profile with error
bars representing 68% credible intervals (defined as the highest one-dimensional marginalized posterior density intervals, see Methods) and with
the points with the highest one-dimensional marginalized posterior density indicated by dots. The blue bands and points represent the results
obtained using current one-year (IC86) data and assuming the Earth is divided into five concentric layers of constant density (same as Fig. 3 in
the main text). The red bands and points represent the expected results after ten years of observation. We have simulated the future data assuming
the PREM density profile and fitted it with a model with five layers following the PREM profile in each layer (but with free normalization), so
that the values indicated in the plots correspond to the central value in each of the layers. For the atmospheric neutrino fluxes, we consider the
combination of the Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the Gaisser-Hillas H3a correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the QGSJET-II-04
hadronic-interaction model. The purple curve represents the PREM density profile. Note that these results are obtained from one-dimensional
marginalized posterior probability distributions and, therefore, correlations among all the parameters in the fit (five densities and four nuisance
parameters) cannot be represented here. They give, therefore, a conservative representation of the allowed ranges for the density of individual
layers.
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Forecast for 10 years of data … but already 10 years of actual data!
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Figure 19. DUNE’s sensitivity to the Earth matter profile as a function of the radius for the
constrained analysis (orange data points), accounting for Earth’s total mass and moment of inertia
measurements, as well as the unconstrained analysis (blue data points). For comparison, the gray
data points indicate the constraints on the densities when the mass and moment of inertia of
the Earth are known and the hydrostatic equilibrium condition is imposed. The solid black line
corresponds to our 3-layer Earth model, while the PREM profile is shown for reference as a dashed
line. The left panel corresponds to 400 kton-year exposure, while the right panel corresponds to
60 kton-year exposure. Note that the unconstrained analysis with lower exposure does not lead to
meaningful determinations of the core and upper mantle densities, and thus we do not display the
corresponding blue data points in the right panel.

We have shown that the reason for DUNE’s excellent sensitivity relies on the capability
of liquid argon time project chambers to reconstruct event topologies, in particular low
energy protons. This allows the experiment to leverage the large flux of sub-GeV atmospheric
neutrinos, with a decent reconstruction of both their energy and direction. DUNE can
thus leverage the rich phenomenology of MSW and parametric resonances present in the
atmospheric neutrino sample to extract information regarding Earth’s matter profile. In
fact, DUNE observation of both solar and atmospheric matter resonances will be unique
among current and future neutrino experiments. Finally, we have provided a pedagogical
description of the physics of both MSW and parametric resonances.
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Fig. 2. Experiment sensitivity to matter density. Projected experiment precision (1σ error bars) for PINGU (left) and 
ORCA (right) after ten years of data taking for the matter density layers corresponding to Fig. 1. Here the normal mass 
ordering best-fit values are assumed, and correlations (with systematics, oscillation parameters, and other layer densities) 
are taken into account. The solid curves correspond to the PREM matter density profile [26].

ORCA (“Oscillation Research with Cosmics in the Abyss”) [29] in Mediterranean sea water, 
which are modern megaton-sized neutrino oscillation experiments designed for neutrino oscilla-
tion precision measurements with leading sensitivity to the neutrino mass ordering – and thus the 
Earth matter effect; see the Appendix for the simulation techniques. Earlier discussions in that 
direction include the matter effect sensitivity [30] and the sensitivity to the core composition [31].

2. Model and methods

We propose a whole-Earth model with seven different density layers adopted from the Pre-
liminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) profile [26], which is shown in Fig. 1, to identify the 
regions with highest sensitivity. We split the PREM profile into seven layers at depths d , where 
the characteristic density jumps occur (cf., solid curves in Fig. 2): Crust (1), 0 ! d ! 35 km, 
Lower Lithosphere (2), 35 km ! d ! 60 km, Upper Mesosphere (3), 60 km ! d ! 410 km, Tran-
sition zone (4), 410 km ! d ! 660 km, Lower Mesosphere (5), 660 km ! d ! 2860 km, Outer 
core (6), 2860 km ! d ! 5151 km, Inner core (7), 5151 km ! d ! RE = 6371 km (RE : Earth 
radius). Note that compared to seismic waves, which tend to be reflected or refracted at density 
jumps, neutrino oscillations are not very sensitive to structures or even strong gradients shorter 
than the oscillation length [23], and therefore cannot resolve the density jumps precisely. There-
fore it is reasonable to adopt this knowledge from geophysics.

Each baseline (see rays in Fig. 1) is separated into sections going through the density lay-
ers. Within each density layer, we follow the PREM profile [26], where the matter profile is 
discretized into a sufficient number of steps with constant density. The oscillation probabilities 
are then evaluated with the evolution operator method (see e.g. Ref. [32]): the initial state |να〉
is propagated through all matter density slices with thicknesses xj and constant densities ρj

through all crossed layers by

V(xj ,ρj ) = e−iH(ρj )xj (1)

K. J. Kelly, P. A. N. Machado, I. Martínez-Soler and Y. F. Pérez-González, JHEP 05:187, 2022

W. Winter, Nucl. Phys. B908:250, 2016
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Figure 1. Time-integrated SN neutrino spectra at production, as a function of energy, for the four SN simulations
we consider for different progenitor masses: Warren9 [109] (top-left panel), Warren20 [109] (top-right panel), Warren120 [109]
(bottom-left panel) and Garching19 [111] (bottom-right panel). In each panel, we depict the ⌫e (black solid curves), ⌫̄e
(dot-dashed red curves) and ⌫x and ⌫̄x (dashed blue curves), with x = µ, ⌧ .

Warren9 Warren20 Warren120 Garching19

⌫e ⌫̄e ⌫x ⌫e ⌫̄e ⌫x ⌫e ⌫̄e ⌫x ⌫e ⌫̄e ⌫x

L⌫� [1052 erg] 1.47 1.03 1.01 2.78 2.83 2.70 3.42 3.79 2.82 5.79 6.21 5.95

hE⌫� i [MeV] 10.6 13.6 14.4 11.1 14.8 16.4 12.0 15.7 16.6 11.9 14.7 14.9

↵⌫� 2.82 2.90 1.23 2.12 2.70 1.50 2.02 2.84 1.49 2.10 2.48 2.14

Table I. Best-fit parameters of the time-integrated three-parameter quasi-thermal spectra for the four SN simu-
lations we consider: Warren9 [109], Warren20 [109], Warren120 [109] and Garching19 [111]. The fit is performed to the log of
Eq. (1) so that the tail is well reproduced. In general, it is accurate (within 10%� 20%) for E⌫ & 20 MeV.

Supernova neutrino spectra at production

R. Hajjar, O. Mena and SPR, arXiv:2303.09369

time-integrated 
spectra

3 progenitor masses  
and 2 simulations

M. L. Warren, S. M. Couch, E. P. O’Connor and V. Morozova, Astrophys. J. 898:139, 2020 
R. Bollig et al., Astrophys. J. 915:28, 2021
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Neutrinos are produced in a high-density medium, so the effective neutrino  

mixings are strongly suppressed and neutrinos are produced as mass eigenstates 

Flavor conversions are fully adiabatic inside the SN,  

so mass eigenstates can be identified with flavor spectra at production

Supernova neutrino spectra at Earth
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Fo
⌫̄2 = Fo

⌫̄3 = Fo
⌫x

<latexit sha1_base64="hdP8rwgunJmsOPwhMU2MxmLhFn0=">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</latexit>

Fo
⌫1
= Fo

⌫2
= Fo

⌫x

<latexit sha1_base64="zbbmqD5mTGgNZtPTnGr29fg1fFY=">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</latexit>

Fo⌫3 = Fo⌫e

<latexit sha1_base64="PxlNA9HvjFEJZ+pW0t3TF9pvpZY=">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</latexit>

Fo
⌫1
= Fo

⌫3
= Fo

⌫x

<latexit sha1_base64="5tMpkU5XuXBKf/NI7NngxFnPqgo=">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</latexit>

Fo⌫2 = Fo⌫e
<latexit sha1_base64="Q+ksaXqPmURzcOJglWO/Gt67JuI=">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</latexit>

Fo
⌫̄1
= Fo

⌫̄2
= Fo

⌫x

<latexit sha1_base64="GPTtTINsxKKRCLXhPcCKsb09EW0=">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</latexit>

Fo⌫̄3 = Fo⌫̄e
P. F. Salas et al., JHEP 02:071, 2021
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Figure 4: The contours of equal flip probability Pf . The solid lines denote the
contours of flip probability for a 5 MeV neutrino: the line on the left stands for
Pf = 0.9 (highly non-adiabatic transition) and the line on the right stands for Pf = 0.1
(adiabatic transition). The dashed lines represent the corresponding flip probabilities
for neutrinos with energy 50 MeV. SMA, LMA and VO correspond to the solutions
of the solar neutrino anomaly. The two vertical lines indicate the values of 4|Ue3|2 =
sin2 2θ lying on the borders of the adiabatic, non-adiabatic and transition regions for
∆m2 corresponding to the best fit value of the atmospheric neutrino solution.

Even with conservative estimates, the borders of the regions have an uncertainty of
a factor of 2 in sin2 2θ for a given value of ∆m2.

As follows from Fig. 4, the LMA solution lies in the adiabatic region I7. The SMA
solution is in the transition region. The VO solutions are either in the transition
region or in the non-adiabatic region, which depends essentially on the density profile
in the outermost layers of the star (ρ <∼ 1 g/cc) and the precise value of ∆m2.

As was described in sect. 2.2, each neutrino mass and flavor spectrum can be
represented by two points (17) in the (∆m2, sin2 2θ) plot (Fig. 4). One point, cor-
responding to (∆m2

31, sin
2 2θe3), should lie in the atmospheric neutrino band, and

the other point corresponding to (∆m2
21, sin

2 2θe2) should lie in one of the “islands”
corresponding to the solutions of the solar neutrino problem. These two points char-
acterize the layers H and L (23,24) respectively. Let PH(P̄H) and PL(P̄L) be the
probabilities that the neutrinos (antineutrinos) jump to another matter eigenstate in
these two layers. The extent of conversion is determined by the values of these four
flip probabilities.

From Fig. 4, we conclude that the H-resonance is in the adiabatic range (region
7The LOW solution also lies in the adiabatic region, so all the results for the LMA scenario are

also valid for the LOW scenario.
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<latexit sha1_base64="GFxYPQYPPccgz3FViqCn6kqgv2c=">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</latexit>

FD⌫̄e = pFo⌫̄e + (1� p)Fo⌫x

37

<latexit sha1_base64="XLgHWMaJW7r73p0k+NUN/nNRVdc=">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</latexit>

pNO

� ⌘ P�(⌫3 ! ⌫e) ' sin2 ✓13
<latexit sha1_base64="KrWYJIO9Ia2OKIKCFiPxKuLgRSI=">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</latexit>

pIO

� ⌘ P�(⌫2 ! ⌫e) ' cos2 ✓13 P2⌫
�

<latexit sha1_base64="mvjSflLlHjkfnQ560mg0NWqkuAs=">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</latexit>

pNO

�
⌘ P�(⌫̄1 ! ⌫̄e) ' cos2 ✓13

�
1� P̄2⌫

�
� <latexit sha1_base64="JD6YUbwoZIFIj6cs7G7tjOvlisw=">AAAC1HicdVFNbxMxEHW2BUr5aApHLhYRUipV0W6/c6sACZAQBImklbLpyutMEitee2uPS6NlT4grv44Lf4UT3jRVSQVz8fN7b2bsmTSXwmIY/qoFK6t37t5bu7/+4OGjxxv1zSc9q53h0OVaanOaMgtSKOiiQAmnuQGWpRJO0umrSj+5AGOFVp9xlsMgY2MlRoIz9FRSV7H2cpVd5GUS61w6exZnDCcmK959LGkM505c0M5Ca8YpM0WsXJns0tiI8QSZMfoLveFhi8ZWZHBeHepsh8Y4AWRJEe2WSb0Rttph1N4/pFfgaG8BDto0aoXzaJBFdJLN2od4qLnLQCGXzNp+FOY4KJhBwSWU67GzkDM+ZWPoe6hYBnZQzAdT0hcjbajvTuf3v70Fy6ydZan3VJ+1t7WK/JfWdzg6GhRC5Q5BcW/x2shJippW86VDYYCjnHnAuBH+lZRPmGEc/RaWusxr58CX/lBcOiW4HsItVuIlGuZJC5gxoUZaYdFh+cw4e836chXdfC3GAu32e79itf3GAEy3bqx+A9djpv8HvZ1WdNDa/7TXOH652MUaeUaekyaJyCE5Jm9Jh3QJJz/J79pKbTXoBV+Db8H3K2tQW+Q8JUsR/PgDoCrn5g==</latexit>

pIO

�
⌘ P�(⌫̄3 ! ⌫̄e) ' sin2 ✓13

<latexit sha1_base64="WYIlUDmG2PlAYj1PqKotPi6KvKs=">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</latexit>

P2⌫
� = sin2 ✓12 + sin 2✓�12 sin

�
2✓�12 � 2✓12

�
sin2

✓
π
L
`�

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="U0o71P6dJzG3ZKF+5pCVxg6HrLU=">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</latexit>

`� =

4π E⌫

�m2
21q

(cos 2✓12 ⌥ ✏ cos2 ✓13)2 + sin2 2✓12
<latexit sha1_base64="gzVZG0SV4iPS2otWcVNxyKnuMng=">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</latexit>
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Future neutrino detectors
40 kton liquid Argon
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Figure 3. Event distributions, corresponding to the Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109], as a function of the reconstructed
energy, at DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels) and JUNO (right panels), for both neutrino mass orderings: NO (top
panels) and IO (bottom panels). Results are shown for all detection channels considered in this work: IBD (black lines), ⌫e
(orange lines) and ⌫̄e (blue lines) CC interactions with nuclei, and ⌫ � e� ES (green lines). We assume adiabatic propagation
inside the SN, the SN-Earth distance to be 10 kpc and the SN burst to occur on the opposite side of the detector (i.e., cz = �1).
The Earth’s density distribution is given by the PREM profile (i.e., nc = 1).

in our analyses. On another hand, NC process are not sensitive to neutrino oscillations, being only sensitive to the
total flux. They could, however, partly wash out matter effects on the dominant CC channels if they cannot be
identified. Even if this were the case, they would only affect well defined low-energy bins, which contribute negligibly
to the determination of the Earth density profile. In particular, in DUNE, a 9.8 MeV Ar⇤ decay line would likely be
the most important one [143], although this has not been investigated in detail. In HK, the expected de-excitation
photons from the NC subdominant channel would have energies of ⇠ 5�6 MeV [203], which after Compton scattering
or electron-positron pair production, would typically result in final visible energies below 5 MeV. In JUNO, NC
interactions would result in photons with energies . 15 MeV [204].

Therefore, including all these channels in our analyses would not modify our conclusions, and in the following we
shall focus on the ones indicated in the previous subsections. Figure 3 shows the expected event energy distributions,
for all detection channels indicated above, at the three detectors we study: DUNE, HK and JUNO. We take the
Warren20 model for the SN neutrino spectra [109] and cz = �1 as an example and, as we do throughout this work,
we set the SN-Earth distance to 10 kpc. We compute every event distribution using the PREM density profile (i.e.,
nc = 1). Assuming adiabatic propagation inside the SN, substantial matter effects would occur in the propagation
through the Earth of neutrinos or antineutrinos depending on the neutrino mass ordering. Thus, each detector will
be more sensitive to the density profile for one ordering or the other depending on its main detection channel.

Matter effects in neutrino transitions within the Earth could be important (even resonant) for ⌫e if IO, whereas
they could be significant for ⌫̄e if NO. This can be seen from the figure, more pronouncedly in the case of JUNO,
due to its better energy resolution. Matter effects instead would be negligible for ⌫e in the case of NO and for ⌫̄e
in the case of IO [79], making these cases hopeless to perform Earth tomography with SN neutrinos. Nevertheless,
given that the highest (electron-flavor) fluxes would correspond to the cases for which matter effects are negligible,
the distinction among detection channels becomes very important to avoid much dilution of the matter effect in data.

Event distributions
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Figure 4. Relative deviations in the number of events with respect to the PREM expectation, corresponding to the
Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109], as a function of the reconstructed energy, at DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels) and
JUNO (right panels), for both neutrino mass orderings: NO (top panels) and IO (bottom panels). Results are depicted for
different density profiles parameterized by the core density: nc = 0.7 (green dashed curves), nc = 0.9 (magenta dotted curves),
nc = 1.1 (blue dot-dot-dashed curves) and nc = 1.3 (orange dot-dashed curves). Results are only shown for events produced
by the detection channel most sensitive to matter effects: ⌫̄eAr�CC (⌫eAr�CC) for NO (IO) at DUNE, IBD (⌫eO�CC) for
NO (IO) at HK, and IBD (⌫eC�CC) for NO (IO) at JUNO. We assume adiabatic propagation inside the SN and the SN burst
to occur on the opposite side of the detector (i.e., cz = �1).

As mentioned above, in addition to the main detection channel for each detector, we include ⌫̄eAr�CC and ⌫� e�ES
in DUNE, ⌫eO�CC, ⌫̄eO�CC and ⌫ � e�ES in HK, and ⌫eC�CC, ⌫̄eC�CC and ⌫ � e�ES in JUNO. The inclusion
of these channels does not alter our conclusions for both orderings in DUNE, and for NO in HK and JUNO, but it is
required to study the sensitivity of HK and JUNO to matter effects in the IO case.

Clearly, the detector with the highest statistics is HK, with ⇠ 20 times more free protons than JUNO and ⇠ 50
times more targets than DUNE. The scaling of the total number of events between HK and JUNO, given the same
main detection channel (IBD), is (approximately) proportional to the mass of the detectors. The event statistics in
DUNE would be slightly lower than in JUNO, even being twice as massive. This difference can be explained from
the fact that DUNE will have ⇠ 2.4 times fewer targets than JUNO. In turn, this is partly compensated by the
cross section of ⌫eAr�CC interactions, which is slightly larger than that of IBD around the peak of the spectrum,
and by the differences in neutrino and antineutrino fluxes. Along the tail of the distribution, however, where matter
effects start playing a significant role, the relative contributions do not correspond to those of the totals. The growing
⌫eAr�CC cross section with energy and the fact that the ⌫x contribution for neutrinos and IO is larger than for
antineutrinos and NO, make the ratio of the number of events in DUNE (for IO) to that in HK or JUNO (for NO)
to grow with energy. For instance, for the Warren20 spectra, although the total number of events in JUNO would be
larger than in DUNE, for energies & 40 MeV the number of events in DUNE (IO) is expected to be more than three
times larger than in JUNO (NO). Note, however, that for these spectra and the assumed SN-Earth distance, above
⇠ 80 MeV at DUNE (IO) and HK (NO) and above ⇠ 60 MeV at JUNO (NO), the number of events per bin would
be just a few or smaller. For the opposite mass ordering, matter effects take place in subdominant channels, so the
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Figure 3. Event distributions, corresponding to the Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109], as a function of the reconstructed
energy, at DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels) and JUNO (right panels), for both neutrino mass orderings: NO (top
panels) and IO (bottom panels). Results are shown for all detection channels considered in this work: IBD (black lines), ⌫e
(orange lines) and ⌫̄e (blue lines) CC interactions with nuclei, and ⌫ � e� ES (green lines). We assume adiabatic propagation
inside the SN, the SN-Earth distance to be 10 kpc and the SN burst to occur on the opposite side of the detector (i.e., cz = �1).
The Earth’s density distribution is given by the PREM profile (i.e., nc = 1).

in our analyses. On another hand, NC process are not sensitive to neutrino oscillations, being only sensitive to the
total flux. They could, however, partly wash out matter effects on the dominant CC channels if they cannot be
identified. Even if this were the case, they would only affect well defined low-energy bins, which contribute negligibly
to the determination of the Earth density profile. In particular, in DUNE, a 9.8 MeV Ar⇤ decay line would likely be
the most important one [143], although this has not been investigated in detail. In HK, the expected de-excitation
photons from the NC subdominant channel would have energies of ⇠ 5�6 MeV [203], which after Compton scattering
or electron-positron pair production, would typically result in final visible energies below 5 MeV. In JUNO, NC
interactions would result in photons with energies . 15 MeV [204].

Therefore, including all these channels in our analyses would not modify our conclusions, and in the following we
shall focus on the ones indicated in the previous subsections. Figure 3 shows the expected event energy distributions,
for all detection channels indicated above, at the three detectors we study: DUNE, HK and JUNO. We take the
Warren20 model for the SN neutrino spectra [109] and cz = �1 as an example and, as we do throughout this work,
we set the SN-Earth distance to 10 kpc. We compute every event distribution using the PREM density profile (i.e.,
nc = 1). Assuming adiabatic propagation inside the SN, substantial matter effects would occur in the propagation
through the Earth of neutrinos or antineutrinos depending on the neutrino mass ordering. Thus, each detector will
be more sensitive to the density profile for one ordering or the other depending on its main detection channel.

Matter effects in neutrino transitions within the Earth could be important (even resonant) for ⌫e if IO, whereas
they could be significant for ⌫̄e if NO. This can be seen from the figure, more pronouncedly in the case of JUNO,
due to its better energy resolution. Matter effects instead would be negligible for ⌫e in the case of NO and for ⌫̄e
in the case of IO [79], making these cases hopeless to perform Earth tomography with SN neutrinos. Nevertheless,
given that the highest (electron-flavor) fluxes would correspond to the cases for which matter effects are negligible,
the distinction among detection channels becomes very important to avoid much dilution of the matter effect in data.

Event distributions
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Figure 4. Relative deviations in the number of events with respect to the PREM expectation, corresponding to the
Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109], as a function of the reconstructed energy, at DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels) and
JUNO (right panels), for both neutrino mass orderings: NO (top panels) and IO (bottom panels). Results are depicted for
different density profiles parameterized by the core density: nc = 0.7 (green dashed curves), nc = 0.9 (magenta dotted curves),
nc = 1.1 (blue dot-dot-dashed curves) and nc = 1.3 (orange dot-dashed curves). Results are only shown for events produced
by the detection channel most sensitive to matter effects: ⌫̄eAr�CC (⌫eAr�CC) for NO (IO) at DUNE, IBD (⌫eO�CC) for
NO (IO) at HK, and IBD (⌫eC�CC) for NO (IO) at JUNO. We assume adiabatic propagation inside the SN and the SN burst
to occur on the opposite side of the detector (i.e., cz = �1).

As mentioned above, in addition to the main detection channel for each detector, we include ⌫̄eAr�CC and ⌫� e�ES
in DUNE, ⌫eO�CC, ⌫̄eO�CC and ⌫ � e�ES in HK, and ⌫eC�CC, ⌫̄eC�CC and ⌫ � e�ES in JUNO. The inclusion
of these channels does not alter our conclusions for both orderings in DUNE, and for NO in HK and JUNO, but it is
required to study the sensitivity of HK and JUNO to matter effects in the IO case.

Clearly, the detector with the highest statistics is HK, with ⇠ 20 times more free protons than JUNO and ⇠ 50
times more targets than DUNE. The scaling of the total number of events between HK and JUNO, given the same
main detection channel (IBD), is (approximately) proportional to the mass of the detectors. The event statistics in
DUNE would be slightly lower than in JUNO, even being twice as massive. This difference can be explained from
the fact that DUNE will have ⇠ 2.4 times fewer targets than JUNO. In turn, this is partly compensated by the
cross section of ⌫eAr�CC interactions, which is slightly larger than that of IBD around the peak of the spectrum,
and by the differences in neutrino and antineutrino fluxes. Along the tail of the distribution, however, where matter
effects start playing a significant role, the relative contributions do not correspond to those of the totals. The growing
⌫eAr�CC cross section with energy and the fact that the ⌫x contribution for neutrinos and IO is larger than for
antineutrinos and NO, make the ratio of the number of events in DUNE (for IO) to that in HK or JUNO (for NO)
to grow with energy. For instance, for the Warren20 spectra, although the total number of events in JUNO would be
larger than in DUNE, for energies & 40 MeV the number of events in DUNE (IO) is expected to be more than three
times larger than in JUNO (NO). Note, however, that for these spectra and the assumed SN-Earth distance, above
⇠ 80 MeV at DUNE (IO) and HK (NO) and above ⇠ 60 MeV at JUNO (NO), the number of events per bin would
be just a few or smaller. For the opposite mass ordering, matter effects take place in subdominant channels, so the
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Figure 5. Dependence on SN neutrino spectra. Log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, as a function of the normalization parameter
nc (nc = 1 corresponds to the PREM profile) for various SN neutrino spectra: Warren9 (green solid lines), Warren20 (red solid
lines), Warren120 (blue solid lines) [109] and Garching19 (black dashed lines) [111]. Results are shown for NO (top panels) and
IO (bottom panels), for DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels) and JUNO (right panels). We take a SN-Earth distance of
10 kpc and the SN burst to occur on the opposite side of the detector (i.e., cz = �1).

A. Dependence on the SN neutrino spectra

We first study the capabilities of the three forthcoming neutrino detectors to determine the Earth density profile,
assuming the SN neutrino spectra to be known, the SN burst to occur at 10 kpc and for neutrinos crossing the entire
Earth (cz = �1). In general, this orientation corresponds to the most optimistic scenario, since the path of SN
neutrinos inside the Earth is the longest one and thus, matter effects across the entire Earth would affect the neutrino
propagation.

The results are illustrated in Fig. 5, where the log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, is depicted as a function of the normalization
parameter nc (recall that nc = 1 recovers the PREM profile). We show results for the set of spectra shown in Fig. 1,
for three progenitor masses (9 M�, 20 M� and 120 M�) obtained with the Warren simulations [109] and for a
progenitor star with 18.88 M� obtained with the Garching19 simulations [111] for both the NO (top panels) and IO
(bottom panels) cases. In the case of DUNE (left panels), the main detection channel probes the electron neutrino
flux (⌫eAr�CC), and therefore the best results, albeit very modest, are obtained for the IO case (bottom-left panel).
For HK (middle panels) and JUNO (right panels), the main detection channel probes the electron antineutrino flux
(IBD), being the best results obtained for NO (top-middle and top-right panels). The most sensitive detector to
the Earth’s density profile will be HK, due mainly to its larger mass, whereas DUNE will barely be able to provide
meaningful constraints, due to its poor neutrino energy resolution at the relevant energies. Indeed, even for IO, the
best sensitivity to matter effects would likely be reached by HK (bottom-middle panel), via subdominant ⌫e�CC
interactions with oxygen, rather than by DUNE via the main ⌫eAr�CC detection channel. The projection for JUNO,
with its smallest mass but with its superb energy resolution, is not as good as that of HK, but its sensitivity does not
scale with the number of targets with respect to HK.

R. Hajjar, O. Mena and SPR, arXiv:2303.09369
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Figure 6. Dependence on energy resolution. Log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, as a function of the normalization parameter nc

(nc = 1 corresponds to the PREM profile) for different energy resolutions: �det = f �default, where f = 0.5 (black dot-dot-
dashed lines), 0.75 (blue dot-dashed lines), 1 (red solid lines) and 1.5 (green dashed lines). Results are shown for NO (top
panels) and IO (bottom panels), for DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels) and JUNO (right panels), using the Warren20 SN
neutrino spectra [109]. We take a SN-Earth distance of 10 kpc and the SN burst to occur on the opposite side of the detector
(i.e., cz = �1).

Figure 6 depicts the effect of the energy resolution on the determination of the Earth’s density profile, using our
fiducial Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109] and cz = �1. We show the log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, as a function of
nc, varying the default energy resolution of each detector by multiplying their asssued default value by an overall
factor. If the energy resolution is improved by a factor of two, the sensitivity to the density profile of DUNE and HK
would significantly improve, but instead it would barely change in the case of JUNO. For �det = 0.5�default, at 1� CL,
nc = 1.00+0.17

�0.18 (DUNE, IO), nc = 1.00± 0.05 (HK, NO), nc = 1.00+0.10
�0.12 (HK, IO) and nc = 1.00+0.12

�0.16 (JUNO, NO).
This can be understood from the comparison of the bin size with the visible energy resolution and with the width of
the positron distribution in IBD. We are using the very same energy binning for all three detectors, �Erec = 2 MeV.
In the case of DUNE and HK, it is smaller than the energy resolution at tens of MeV, which in turn is wider than the
spread in the positron energy in IBD. Thus, improving the energy resolution makes a difference in resolving features
in the neutrino spectra and hence, in resolving matter effects. Even better energy resolution than what we consider in
Fig. 6 would further improve HK sensitivity. In the very same way, worse energy resolution in DUNE and HK would
result into a non-negligible loss of sensitivity to the density profile. On the contrary, for the JUNO detector not only
the bin size but also the width of the positron distribution are larger than the assumed ⇠ 1% visible energy resolution
at the relevant energies. Thus, the results would change very little by slightly improving the energy resolution and
more importantly, a slightly worse energy reconstruction would not result in a loss of sensitivity either. We have
also checked that reducing the bin size does not significantly improve the results. This is mainly due to the fact
that the intrinsic spread of the positron (in IBD) at the relevant energies (tens of MeV) is comparable or larger than
�Erec = 2 MeV.

Dependence on the energy resolution
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Figure 7. Dependence on SN direction. Log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, as a function of the normalization parameter nc (nc = 1

corresponds to the PREM profile) for various trajectories through the Earth: cz = �1 (red solid lines), �0.9 (dashed orange
lines), �0.7 (light green dot-dashed lines), �0.5 (dark green dashed lines), �0.3 (light blue dot-dashed lines) and �0.1 (dark
blue dashed lines). Results are shown for NO (top panels) and IO (bottom panels), for DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels)
and JUNO (right panels), using the Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109]. We take a SN-Earth distance of 10 kpc.

C. Dependence on the SN direction with respect to the detector

All the results previously presented have been restricted to the case of SN neutrinos traveling through the entire
Earth (cz = �1). In the following, we shall study how the sensitivity to the density profile gets modified for trajectories
that partially cross the Earth. For zenith angles such that cz > �0.838, neutrinos only traverse the mantle. In Fig. 7
we show the log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, as a function of nc, for different trajectories using the Warren20 SN neutrino
spectra [109]. This set of SN spectra turns out to be the most optimistic case among the four we consider for cz = �1
and NO, although this is not the case for other possible trajectories (or for IO). As a general feature, the sensitivity
to structures of the density profile of size ⇠ `m/2 is enhanced, as expected [59]. This implies a local maximum
in the ��2 results for trajectories with cz ⇠ (�0.07,�0.1), corresponding to a path length ⇠ `m/2 for energies
E⌫ ⇠ (50 � 70) MeV, which are the energies most sensitive to Earth matter effects. In general, though, this is not
the global maximum as a function of cz. Trajectories crossing the Earth core would typically result in the highest
sensitivity to the density profile, although the shape of neutrino spectra and the detector’s energy resolution can
slightly alter this conclusion. Indeed, the sensitivity to matter effects for (anti)neutrinos crossing only the mantle is
very reduced in all cases, but it would be enhanced if the Earth’s core is traversed. This is an effect of the energy
resolution and the related sensitivity to more remote distances. Improving energy reconstruction significantly affects
the sensitivity to matter effects for core-crossing neutrinos, but has a smaller impact for neutrinos crossing only the
mantle. This can be noticed from the DUNE results (left panels). For nc > 1, the trajectory with cz = �1 is similar
to other trajectories through the core and even to some trajectories only through the mantle. With a better energy
resolution, though, the best sensitivity would always be for trajectories crossing the core. Indeed, this can be seen
from the results for HK (middle panels) and JUNO (right panels).

R. Hajjar, O. Mena and SPR, arXiv:2303.09369
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Figure 8. Dependence on �m2
21. Log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, as a function of the normalization parameter nc (nc = 1

corresponds to the PREM profile) for five values of �m2

21: the current global best fit, 7.5⇥10
�5

eV
2 (red solid lines), the limits

of the ±1� CL interval, 7.30⇥ 10
�5

eV
2 (green dashed lines) and 7.72⇥ 10

�5
eV

2 (blue dot-dashed lines) [114], 5⇥ 10
�5

eV
2

(violet solid lines) and 6 ⇥ 10
�5

eV
2 (orange dot-dot-dashed lines). Results are shown for NO (top panels) and IO (bottom

panels), for DUNE (left panels), HK (middle panels) and JUNO (right panels), using the Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109].
We take a SN-Earth distance of 10 kpc and the SN burst to occur on the opposite side of the detector (i.e., cz = �1).

D. Dependence on �m2

21 and ✓12

The impact of the solar mass-squared difference, �m2
21, on Earth matter effects for SN neutrinos was studied long

ago [80, 82, 83, 86], although mainly focusing on relatively small values, �m2
21 . 6 ⇥ 10�5 eV2, compared to the

current global best fit [114–116]. This is particularly important, since for SN neutrinos, Earth matter effects are more
pronounced the smaller �m2

21 is. In turn, this implies longer oscillation lengths, but also longer attenuation lengths,
which results in enhanced sensitivity to remote structures. This dependence is illustrated in Fig. 8, where we show
the log-likelihood-ratio, ��2, as a function of nc, assuming cz = �1 and the Warren20 SN neutrino spectra [109]. We
consider five values of �m2

21, fixing the remaining neutrino oscillation parameters to their current best-fit values. We
depict results for the current global best fit of �m2

21, together with those obtained for its ±1� CL allowed limits [114].
We also present the results for (rounded) values of �m2

21 close to the best fit with pre-2020 SK data [206, 207] (which
is also the value used in the earlier tomography study with SN neutrinos [76]), �m2

21 = 5 ⇥ 10�5 eV2, and to the
current best fit using solar neutrino data after different improvements in the SK analysis [208], �m2

21 = 6⇥10�5 eV2.
Solar neutrino data alone favor values smaller than the current global best fit, which is dominated by the KamLAND
result [209, 210]. After the latest SK improvements, this tension is reduced to ⇠ 1.5� [208]. Whereas the uncertainty
of the global fit has a mild effect on our results, much smaller values of �m2

21, as preferred by solar data alone, would
have a very strong impact. The resulting HK constraints (for NO) at ⇠ 3� CL with �m2

21 from solar data would be
similar to those obtained at ⇠ 2� CL with the current global best fit. For �m2

21 = 5⇥ 10�5 eV2, the HK constraints
(for NO) at ⇠ 3� CL would be similar to those obtained at ⇠ 1� CL with the �m2

21 global best fit (i.e., . 10% on
nc). This is slightly less optimistic than the results of an early study of the Earth’s density profile with SN neutrinos,
which concluded that the average core density could be determined at the percent level with a significance of 2� [76].

20

Figure 9. Dependence on ✓12. Same as Fig. 8, but for three values of ✓12: the current best fit, 34.3� (red solid lines), and its
±1� CL limits, 33.3� (green dashed lines) and 35.3� (blue dot-dashed lines) [114].

The next important parameter is ✓12. At first order, it enters the matter-dependent term in the transition proba-
bilities with a linear dependence on sin2 2✓12, see Eq. (7). For both neutrinos and antineutrinos, the larger ✓12 is, the
more important matter effects are. In Fig. 9 we show the ��2 results, as a function of nc, for the global best fit of
✓12 and for its ±1� CL limits. For the rest of the inputs, we make the same assumptions as in Fig. 8. The impact of
the uncertainty on ✓12 is slightly smaller than that of �m2

21, and in general it is quite mild.

E. Sensitivity to the electron fraction in the core

Coherent matter effects in neutrino propagation are proportional to the electron density. Thus, it is the product of
the total density times the electron fraction what determines the matter potential (i.e., Ye ⇢), see Eq. (5). So far, we
have kept the electron fraction fixed to its PREM values. Yet, it is interesting to estimate to which extent the chemical
composition of Earth could be determined with SN neutrinos. Indeed, this has critical importance in geophysics and
even a small amount of light elements in the core would have profound consequences [211].

We have obtained the sensitivity of future neutrino detectors to the electron fraction in the core by freely varying
Ye,m and Ye,c, fixing the density profile to the PREM profile (nm = nc = 1). This is equivalent to not imposing
the constraint on the total mass of the Earth and fixing Ye,m and Ye,c. With respect to the results shown so far,
the sensitivity of the three detectors gets degraded, the least affected being JUNO. This is expected, since its superb
energy resolution would allow it to retain more of its sensitivity to more remote structures and thus, to the electron
fraction in the core. In any case, with the inputs and parameters assumed in this study, it will be very challenging to
determine Ye,c (or Ye,m) with an accuracy better than ⇠ 10% at 1� CL with HK, and it would be worse with JUNO or
DUNE. All in all, a core composition of pure iron/nickel differs from one with a ⇠ 1% weight fraction of hydrogen by
�Ye,c ⇠ 0.005. Hence, a ⇠ 1% precision would be required to distinguish these two extreme compositions. Probably,
the only way to achieve such a precision with SN neutrinos would be a SN explosion much closer than 10 kpc.

R. Hajjar, O. Mena and SPR, arXiv:2303.09369

Oscillation analysis
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There is ~1.5σ tension between 
SK+SNO and KamLAND in Δm221

Prelim
inary

See also the poster MT10-583 
by Y.Nakano

Y. Koshio, Talk at Neutrino 2022
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very mild effect due to uncertainties

(for W20 simulation at 10 kpc)
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Conclusions

After 45 years of being proposed, we performed the  
first Earth (absorption) tomography with neutrinos:  

first measurement of the Earth’s mass using only the weak force!

Analysis with 1 year of data,  
but 10 years of data already collected by IceCube 

… and other future experiments: KM3NeT, Baikal-GVD 

44

Neutrinos allow us to look inside the Earth in a 
completely different manner from standard techniques

Main neutrino tomography approaches:  
oscillation and absorption tomography

Promising prospects with future detectors for neutrino oscillation 
tomography using atmospheric and supernova neutrinos
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Edmund Halley,  
Philosophical Transactions of  the Royal Society of  London XVII:195, 563 (1692):  

“what curiosity in the structure, what accuracy 
in the mixture and composition of the parts, 
ought not we to expect in the fabric of this globe”

Thanks!

45
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Impact of discrete systematics
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Systematic uncertainties among different atmospheric neutrino fluxes. Posterior probability distributions (nor-
malized such that the maximum is 1) of the measured quantities for the Earth using neutrino tomography for four different atmospheric neutrino
fluxes, resulting from the combinations of two primary cosmic-ray fluxes: the combined Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the
Gaisser-Hillas H3a correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the Zatsepin-Sokolskaya (ZS) spectrum, and two hadronic-interaction models, QGSJET-II-4
and SIBYILL2.3. All measurements are dominated by statistical uncertainties, being the systematics introduced by differences among atmo-
spheric neutrino fluxes a subdominant effect. a, Earth’s mass. b, Earth’s core mass. c, Earth’s moment of inertia. d, Difference of the average
density between the Earth’s core and mantle. The p�value for a mantle denser than the core corresponds to the area in the region where
⇢̄⌫
core  ⇢̄⌫

mantle. Our default model, HG-GH-H3a + QGSJET-II-4, has the larger p�value.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Systematic uncertainties among different atmospheric neutrino fluxes. Posterior probability distributions (nor-
malized such that the maximum is 1) of the measured quantities for the Earth using neutrino tomography for four different atmospheric neutrino
fluxes, resulting from the combinations of two primary cosmic-ray fluxes: the combined Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the
Gaisser-Hillas H3a correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the Zatsepin-Sokolskaya (ZS) spectrum, and two hadronic-interaction models, QGSJET-II-4
and SIBYILL2.3. All measurements are dominated by statistical uncertainties, being the systematics introduced by differences among atmo-
spheric neutrino fluxes a subdominant effect. a, Earth’s mass. b, Earth’s core mass. c, Earth’s moment of inertia. d, Difference of the average
density between the Earth’s core and mantle. The p�value for a mantle denser than the core corresponds to the area in the region where
⇢̄⌫
core  ⇢̄⌫

mantle. Our default model, HG-GH-H3a + QGSJET-II-4, has the larger p�value.

2

Different atmospheric neutrino fluxes

A. Donini, SPR and J. Salvado, Nature Physics 15:37, 2019

systematics 
(mainly driven by the 
hadronic-interaction 

modeling) 
~(20-30)%
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Posterior 68% probability contours for the densities of the Earth’s layers. We model the Earth with a piecewise
flat profile, where each of the layers is described with constant density: ⇢1 corresponds to the inner core, ⇢2 and ⇢3 to the equal-thickness layers
of the outer core, ⇢4 and ⇢5 to the equal-thickness layers of the mantle. We show the results for the four different combinations of primary
cosmic-ray spectrum and hadronic-interaction model indicated in Methods and in Supplementary Fig. 1. With current data, the results are
dominated by statistical uncertainties. On the rightmost panels, we depict the one-dimensional marginalized posterior probability distribution of
the density of the layer corresponding to each column, normalized such that the maximum is 1.

3

neutrino fluxes: Correlations

A. Donini, SPR and J. Salvado, Nature Physics 15:37, 2019
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Systematic uncertainties between Earth density profiles. Posterior probability distributions (normalized such that
the maximum is 1) of the measured quantities for the Earth using neutrino tomography for two different Earth’s density profiles: a piecewise
profile with five layers of constant density (as in Supplementary Fig. 1) and a five-layer model following the PREM profile. In all cases we
use our default atmospheric neutrino fluxes: the combination of the Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the Gaisser-Hillas H3a
correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the QGSJET-II-04 hadronic-interaction model. a, Earth’s mass. b, Earth’s core mass. c, Earth’s moment of inertia.
d, Difference of the average density between the Earth’s core and mantle.
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Impact of density profile
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Systematic uncertainties between Earth density profiles. Posterior probability distributions (normalized such that
the maximum is 1) of the measured quantities for the Earth using neutrino tomography for two different Earth’s density profiles: a piecewise
profile with five layers of constant density (as in Supplementary Fig. 1) and a five-layer model following the PREM profile. In all cases we
use our default atmospheric neutrino fluxes: the combination of the Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the Gaisser-Hillas H3a
correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the QGSJET-II-04 hadronic-interaction model. a, Earth’s mass. b, Earth’s core mass. c, Earth’s moment of inertia.
d, Difference of the average density between the Earth’s core and mantle.

4

A. Donini, SPR and J. Salvado, Nature Physics 15:37, 2019
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Supplementary Figure 4 | Posterior 68% probability contours for the densities of the five layers. We show the results for the densities of
the layers corresponding to two different density profiles: a piecewise profile with five layers of constant density (as in Supplementary Fig. 2)
and a five-layer model following the PREM profile. For the latter (non-constant density within the layers), the densities shown correspond to the
value at the center of each layer. For the atmospheric neutrino fluxes, we consider the combination of the Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray
spectrum with the Gaisser-Hillas H3a correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the QGSJET-II-04 hadronic-interaction model. With current data, the results
are dominated by statistical uncertainties. On the rightmost panels, we depict the one-dimensional marginalized posterior probability distribution
of the parameter corresponding to each column, normalized such that the maximum is 1.

5

Impact of density profile:Correlations

A. Donini, SPR and J. Salvado, Nature Physics 15:37, 2019
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Piecewise flat Earth’s profile PREM Earth’s profile

HG-GH-H3a + QGSJET-II-04 HG-GH-H3a + SIBYLL2.3 ZS + QGSJET-II-04 ZS + SIBYLL2.3 HG-GH-H3a + QGSJET-II-04

M⌫
� [1024 kg] 6.0+1.6

�1.3 5.5+1.5
�1.3 6.2+1.4

�1.2 5.5+1.3
�1.2 5.3+1.5

�1.3

M⌫
core [1024 kg] 2.72+0.97

�0.89 2.79+0.98
�0.85 3.27+0.92

�0.89 2.84+0.89
�0.88 2.62+0.97

�0.84

I⌫
� [1037 kg cm2] 6.9 ± 2.4 5.4+2.3

�1.9 6.7+2.3
�2.0 5.5+2.2

�1.9 5.3+2.3
�1.7

⇢̄⌫
core � ⇢̄⌫

mantle [g/cm3] 13.1+5.8
�6.3 14.0+6.0

�5.9 15.9+6.0
�5.9 13.5+6.1

�5.5 12.3+6.3
�5.4

p � value

1.1 ⇥ 10�2 2.4 ⇥ 10�3 9.4 ⇥ 10�4 4.6 ⇥ 10�3 3.8 ⇥ 10�3

mantle denser than core

Supplementary Table 1 | Results from neutrino tomography using one year of data (IC86 sample). Here we indicate the maximum of the
posterior probability and the 68% credible interval (defined as the highest one-dimensional marginalized posterior density interval, see Methods)
for each derived quantity: the Earth’s mass, the Earth’s core mass, the Earth’s moment of inertia, and the difference in average density of the core
and mantle. We also indicate the p�value for a mantle denser than the core (⇢̄⌫

core  ⇢̄⌫
mantle). We show the results for four atmospheric neutrino

fluxes assuming a piecewise profile with five constant-density layers and for a PREM-like profile with five layers, and the combination of the
Honda-Gaisser primary cosmic-ray spectrum with the Gaisser-Hillas H3a correction (HG-GH-H3a) and the QGSJET-II-04 hadronic-interaction
model.

6

A. Donini, SPR and J. Salvado, Nature Physics 15:37, 2019

Impact of systematics
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Impact)of)systema5cs)on)the)error)

IFT)(CSIC/UAM),)Madrd,)8<2<2018) 59)

Adding gravity constraints

Density of the mantle determined at ~4%
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